BROAD STREET RAPID TRANSIT STUDY
LAND USE AND MULTIMODAL CONNECTIVITY REPORT
The GRTC Transit System and Virginia Department of Rail and Public Transportation (GRTC/DRPT)
are conducting an Alternatives Analysis consistent with the requirements of the Federal Transit
Administration’s (FTA) Small Starts program to evaluate transit improvements along the Broad Street
Corridor located in the City of Richmond and Henrico County, Virginia. An assessment of the transit
supportiveness of the Corridor is an important component of the FTA New Starts program evaluation.
In particular, the project evaluation emphasizes land use and economic development factors that support
transit. The new FTA guidelines call for clearly demonstrating that a potential project is built upon a
solid foundation of transit supportive land uses, physical conditions and policies as important factors in
receiving federal project funding support. The following technical assessment summarizes the existing
land use and multimodal connectivity conditions and outlines the transit supportive features for the
station areas that have been identified in the Broad Street Corridor.
TRANSIT SUPPORTIVE ELEMENTS
The FTA applies specific criteria to evaluate candidate transit improvement projects seeking federal
funding assistance under the Small Starts and New Starts programs. Funding is an extremely competitive
process with numerous projects across the nation seeking funds. Therefore, the extent to which a
project can demonstrate community commitment to transit supportive land uses and policies can be
critical in the project evaluation process.
The FTA evaluation explicitly considers the following transit supportive land use categories and factors:
1. Existing land use
2. Transit Supportive Plans and Policies, including the following factors
a. Growth management
b. Transit supportive corridor policies
c. Supportive zoning regulations near transit stations
d. Tools to implement land use policies
3. Performance and Impacts of Policies, including the following factors
a. Performance of land use policies
b. Potential impact of transit projects on regional land use
The evaluation of transit supportive existing land use and future patterns is similar for Small Starts
project evaluation, but eliminates the growth management and some optional land use considerations.
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REPORT ORGANIZATION
The report is organized in three main sections:
Section 1: Methodology
This includes an overview of the methodology used for the Corridor rating of the transit supportive
land uses and multimodal mobility and a brief discussion of the importance of the measures used.
Section 2: Corridor-wide Analysis of Transit Supportive Land Use and Multimodal Mobility
This section presents a corridor-wide analysis of the existing land use and development patterns,
multimodal connectivity and station access, as well as current plans and policies.
Section 3: Corridor Districts and Station Areas
This section includes a detailed explanation of existing conditions and policies for each district station,
providing a qualitative discussion that further supports the rankings in Section 2. The existing conditions
analysis is followed by recommendations for each district that could potentially improve the current
rating of the stations under the New Starts program.
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1.0

METHODOLOGY

FTA REQUIREMENTS
The Broad Street Bus Rapid Transit Corridor project represents a significant opportunity to coordinate
transportation investments that can ultimately improve regional mobility, reduce congestion, and foster
economic development. In order to understand and plan for these opportunities, it is important to have
a clear picture of both existing conditions and future development potential along the Corridor.
The area’s existing land use and development patterns provide a solid platform to support increased
transit ridership if coupled with an enhanced transit system in the Broad Street Corridor. With proper
planning, this major transit investment can provide an impetus for new construction and redevelopment
opportunities. Conversely, future residential and employment concentrations in the Corridor help
support a potential increase in transit ridership.
National research has demonstrated that stronger transit ridership occurs where large concentrations
of population and employment are located within walking distance to a transit station. Station area
multimodal connectivity, convenience and direct access to transit facilities are important contributing
factors to supporting transit ridership, Enhancing the effectiveness and convenience of the rider’s
experience also helps to make transit a desirable transportation mode choice, and can provide overall
improved mobility along the Corridor.
The following assessment looks at key transit supportive factors and characteristics within each of the
proposed station areas along the Broad Street Corridor. This report contains a series of analytic
summaries that document the physical, economic, land use and demographic characteristics of the
Corridor, followed by a narrative description of each segment and finally a series of recommendations
to enhance each section to improve the overall transit supportive character of the Corridor.
The land use and multimodal connectivity assessment report was prepared based on a review of current
plans and policies, interviews with the local jurisdictions, and a comprehensive technical analysis using
best available data from the City of Richmond and Henrico County. For the purpose of this analysis, the
station area is defined as the area generally encompassing one-quarter mile radius around a proposed
station. The one-quarter mile radius was applied since it represents a typical five minute walking distance
from the station, and is a valuable representation of the typical ridership base for BRT. In consideration
that adjacent station areas may overlap, station area boundaries were adjusted to avoid double counting
population and employment data and provide clearer assessment results (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Station areas with refined quarter-mile buffers
The following elements were analyzed during the preparation of this assessment summary:
1. Existing land use and development patterns
2. Multimodal connectivity and station access
3. Current plans and policies
1.1

Land Use and Development Patterns

The land use analysis was designed and executed to be consistent with the FTA New Starts Criteria.
Population and employment densities, the ratio of jobs to households, and land development potential
within a station area were evaluated (see Table 1). Population and employment densities were calculated
using regional socioeconomic data for station areas based on traffic analysis zones (TAZ). Gross density
indicators and jobs-to-housing ratio targets were used to comparatively evaluate transit station areas.
Though ridership modeling is not the primary reason for the assessment, potential boardings were
derived from the socioeconomic analysis and provide a good indication of the current and future land
use balance and mix. For the purposes of evaluating station areas of varying sizes, densities are used as a
common measure to reflect overall transit supportiveness for each station. Table 1 summarizes the
methodology and assumptions for each measurement.
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Table 1. Definitions and Assumptions of Transit Supportive Land Use Measures

1.2

Household Density

Household density is measured as households per acre. It is derived from a
proportion of the population within the TAZ and assumes an average household
size of 2.33 persons per dwelling unit for the City of Richmond.

Employment Density

Employment density is measured as employees per acre. It is derived from a
proportion of the number of employees within the station area based on TAZ data.

Jobs-to-Housing Ratio

The jobs-to-housing ratio is an indicator of the proportion of employees and
dwelling units within station areas. It is computed using household and employment
densities. Jobs-to-housing ratios help to estimate the number of trips that can be
produced or attracted to each station area. More jobs rich station areas represent
greater trip attractions, whereas more housing rich stations represent greater trip
productions.

Development Potential

Land development potential provides a measure for the availability of land along
the transit corridors and in station areas. The development potential screening was
completed using real estate tax assessment data available from the City of
Richmond and Henrico County. Land was classified into four categories of
development potential based upon the relationship between assessed land and
building/improvement values. The categories were defined as follows:
undevelopable (land value = 0; includes floodplain, environmental protection areas,
etc.), vacant (land value > 0, improved value = 0) and, underutilized (the ratio of
improved value to land value < 2). All parcels not falling into one of these three
categories were defined as utilized. The analysis excluded all roads, waterways,
canals and land not listed in the tax records.

Potential Boardings

Gross density indicators and jobs-to-housing ratio targets (which support desired
mix of uses) were used to estimate potential boardings. The estimate assumed 6
trips per household and 2 per employee. Based on the current modeling analysis
being completed under a separate analysis and socioeconomic data above, the
approximate mode split can be assumed as 2.5%.

Multimodal Connectivity and Station Access

Multimodal connectivity and station access are important factors in determining the ability of a station
area to support transit. A highly connected street network with adequate sidewalks, pathways, and
roadway crossings helps increase pedestrian and bicyclist safety and supports transit use. In addition,
providing opportunities to quickly transfer between routes or modes also facilitates transit use. Table 2
summarizes the measures used to evaluate station area walkability and accessibility.
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Table 2. Definitions and Assumptions for Multimodal Mobility and Station Access Measures
Intersection Density

Intersection density is a measure of the number of intersections (nodes) per square
mile. Intersection density is a proxy measure for street connectivity or grid density,
walkability and accessibility.

Link to Node Ratio

Link to node ratio is a standard connectivity measure. The ratio is derived by the
number of links divided by the number of nodes within a station area. Links are
defined as roadway or alley segments between two nodes or a stub-out. A node is
defined as a point that connects a minimum of two roadway segments.

Sidewalk to Roadway Ratio

Sidewalk to roadway ratio is a measure of walkability comparing the length of
sidewalk miles to roadway miles. A low ratio is indicative of missing sidewalk
facilities.

Bicycle Path to Roadway Ratio

Bicycle path to roadway ratio is a measure of available bicycle facilities. The ratio is
calculated as designated bicycle path miles to roadway miles.

Bus Stop Density

Bus stop density is a measure of the intensity of bus facilities available. The density
value is calculated as bus stop per square mile.

Bus Activity Score

Bus activity score is a measure that accounts for the frequency and distance of
transit service. The score is an effective measure of the degree of accessibility to
subarea/regional destinations and was calculated as the weighted length of bus
routes.

1.3

Current Plans and Policies

Both the City of Richmond and Henrico County identified rapid transit along the Broad Street Corridor
as an element of their comprehensive or master plans. These plans tie factors such as land use, urban
design and economic development into the existing, planned, and/or recommended transportation
infrastructure.
The following plans and policies were evaluated to indicate whether each local government was actively
promoting high density transit supportive land uses. Transit supportive policies include those that
promote pedestrian movements, promote mixed uses adjacent to transit, limit parking, and provide high,
transit supportive by-right residential and commercial densities in station areas.
•
•
•

City of Richmond Master Plan 2000-2020
City of Richmond Downtown Master Plan
Henrico County Vision 2026 Comprehensive Plan
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2.0
2.1

CORRIDOR ANALYSIS
Land Use and Development Patterns

Land use and development patterns that support strong walking environments and access to multiple
destinations within close proximity to one another help maximize transit ridership. For the purposes of
this study, existing and future population and employment densities, the ratio of jobs to households, and
land development potential within a station area were evaluated based on the FTA criteria for assessing
land use and economic development. Stations were assigned a rating of high, medium, or low based on
transit supportive development criteria and thresholds (see Table 3). Proposed transit projects that
exhibit land use characteristics within the high range below would likely receive a favorable land use
rating.
Table 3. Benchmarks for Land Use and Development Potential

Household Density
(HH/Acre)
Employment Density
(Employee/Acre)
Jobs-to-Housing Ratio

Percent of Land That is Vacant and Developable

Percent of Land That is Underutilized
Percent of Land That is Vacant/Developable
or Underutilized

High

> 10

Medium

5-10

Low

<5

High

> 23

Medium

5.2-23

Low

<5.2

High

<1

Medium

1 -5

Low

>5

High

>20%

Medium

10-20%

Low

<10%

High

>20%

Medium

10-20%

Low

<10%

High

>40%

Medium

20-40%

Low

<20%

Source: Federal Transit Administration, Office of Planning and Environment, Discussion Paper on the
Evaluation of Economic Development, October 2008 and Renaissance Planning Group, 2010.
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2.1.1 Population and Employment Density
Over the past several years, researchers have identified specific characteristics of land use and
development patterns that strongly influence travel demand, mode choices and traffic impacts. Density,
the number of households, jobs and activities within a station area, and the mix of land uses directly
influence the number of person-trips generated. In particular, when larger concentrations of residents
and/or employees are located within close proximity, typically one-quarter to one-half mile from the
transit station, higher levels of transit ridership are often present.
While the Small Starts application considers the opening year of the project, currently planned for 2015,
no socioeconomic projections for the Corridor exist for this timeframe. Therefore, the following
analysis of population and employment densities used data for 2008 and 2035 from the Richmond
Regional Planning District Commission (RRPDC) Socioeconomic Data Report; the RRPDC
socioeconomic data replaced 2000 and 2030 projections and was received in December 2010.
Household and employment densities were calculated for the Traffic Analysis Zones (TAZ) within a
quarter-mile radius of each station.
Table 4 summarizes the household and employment densities for each station area. The highest
residential densities for both 2008 and 2035 are located between the Robinson and Adams Stations and
the highest residential densities located at Adams. Employment densities are highest in the Downtown
District between the 6th and 12th Street Stations.
Table 4. Household and Employment Densities
2008
Household
Density
(HH/Ac)

2008
Household
Density
Rating

2035
Household
Density
(HH/Ac)

2008
Jobs
Density
(Jobs/Ac)

2008
Jobs
Density
Rating

2035
Jobs Density
(Jobs/Ac)

2035
Jobs
Density
Rating

Willow Lawn

2.12

Low

3.96

Low

10.86

Med

16.23

Med

Staples Mill

1.36

Low

1.93

Low

9.30

Med

12.72

Med

Hamilton/I-195

2.27

Robinson

Low

2.61

Low

13.96

Med

16.26

Med

5.03

Med

5.78

Med

10.33

Med

12.03

Med

Hermitage/Meadow

5.99

6.89

Med

7.76

Med

9.04

Med

Shafer

11.25

Med
High

12.35

High

36.06

High

42.00

High

Adams

10.63

High

12.14

High

21.41

Med

24.94

High

3rd Street

2.52

Low

2.93

Low

27.24

High

31.73

High

6th Street

0.81

Low

2.66

Low

61.77

High

72.13

High

9th

1.43

Low

1.69

Low

101.91

High

118.72

High

0.55

Low

0.66

Low

136.24

High

158.70

High

Main Street Station

2.04

Low

2.44

Low

48.10

High

56.04

High

25th Street

3.79

Low

4.54

Low

5.56

Med

6.48

Med

Rocketts Landing

0.23

Low

0.80

Low

0.91

Low

1.31

Low

Station

Street

12th

Street

2035
Household
Density
Rating

Source: RRPDC and Renaissance Planning Group, 2010.
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2.1.2 Land Development Potential
Land development potential measures the availability of land in station areas along the Corridor. The
percent of vacant or underutilized land provides an indication of the existing conditions, the potential to
support future transit-oriented development and ultimately, potential transit ridership. Vacant land is
assumed to have full infill or redevelopment potential within station areas, and underutilized lands are
considered to contain only a partial redevelopment potential. The land development potential was used
to project additional population and housing potential and then analyzed for its support to maximize
potential transit ridership. With the lack of precise zoning intensities and densities specified for City and
County zoning, the added household and jobs density was calculated by extrapolating the existing zoning
conditions and based on land development assumptions.
Over 50% of the land within the Broad Street Corridor was considered utilized and expected to remain
stable in the future. In addition, analysis shows there is relatively little vacant land within each station
area. However, significant opportunities for redevelopment exist. With the exception of the 9th and
12th Street Stations, all station areas have land that is categorized with 20% or greater development
potential (vacant and underutilized). The highest development potential exists at Rocketts Landing,
Hermitage/Meadow, Hamilton/I-195, and 3rd Street Stations, respectively. As properties redevelop over
time, significant opportunity exists to provide a more transit supportive form of new development.
Table 5. Development Potential
Development
Potential

Development
Potential
Rating

Vacant

Vacant
Rating

Redevelopable

Redevelopable
Rating

Willow Lawn

23.6%

Low

2.4%

Low

21.2%

High

Staples Mill

34.6%

Med

2.9%

Low

31.7%

High

Hamilton/I-195

41.3%

High

3.8%

Low

37.5%

High

Robinson

27.3%

Med

2.9%

Low

24.4%

High

Hermitage/Meadow

48.2%

High

7.0%

Low

41.2%

High

Shafer

25.2%

Med

3.1%

Low

22.1%

High

Adams

28.5%

Med

8.4%

Low

20.1%

High

3rd Street

41.1%

High

12.6%

Med

28.5%

High

6th Street

20.6%

Med

5.0%

Low

15.6%

Med

9th

16.4%

Low

2.0%

Low

14.4%

Med

16.3%

Low

5.2%

Low

11.2%

Med

Main Street Station

35.5%

Med

12.1%

Med

23.4%

High

25th Street

29.7%

Med

8.6%

Low

21.1%

High

Rocketts Landing

49.4%

High

32.2%

High

17.2%

Med

Station

Street

12th

Street

Source: City of Richmond, Henrico County and Renaissance Planning Group, 2010.

Table 6 compares the growth forecast by RRPDC for the period from 2008 to 2035 to the total
potential growth based on the existing land development potential. RRPDC growth projections indicate
an approximate increase of 1,000 households and 7,500 jobs for the Corridor over the next 27 years.
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Under current zoning and by maximizing the land development potential, the Corridor has the potential
to capture an additional 3,000 households and nearly 40,000 jobs. Since this Corridor is already rich in
jobs, zoning changes that allow more households to support a mixture of uses will greatly enhance the
potential for increased transit ridership.
Table 6. Comparison of Projected Growth to Capacity Under Existing Zoning

Station

Growth Forecast
(RRPDC data)

Total Potential Growth
(based on Land
Development Potential)

Household

Jobs

Household

Willow Lawn

231

673

310

Staples Mill

73

429

Hamilton/I-195

43

Robinson

Total Potential Growth
(based on Land
Development Potential)

Household

Jobs

Household

Jobs

1,163

High

High

High

High

494

1,399

High

High

High

High

289

687

1,871

Med

Med

High

High

91

207

150

3,471

Med

Med

High

High

Hermitage/Meadow

109

155

182

2,611

Med

Med

High

High

Shafer

138

747

206

5,234

Low

Med

Med

High

Adams

153

359

246

4,205

Med

Med

High

High

3rd

Street

27

298

111

5,484

Med

Med

High

High

Street
9th Street

108

603

32

2,623

High

Med

High

High

17

1,071

35

2,291

Med

Med

High

High

9

1,864

37

2,550

Med

Med

High

High

Main Street Station

40

774

115

3,106

Med

Med

High

High

25th

67

83

148

1,431

Med

Med

High

High

40

28

312

1,852

High

High

High

High

1,145

7,579

3,064

39,289

6th

12th

Street

Street
Rocketts Landing
Corridor

Jobs

Growth Forecast
(RRPDC data)

Source: RRPDC and Renaissance Planning Group, 2010.

2.1.3 Jobs and Housing Balance
The jobs and housing balance indicates the ratio of available housing to available jobs within a geographic
area. It also can serve as a measure of the presence of multiple land uses and the degree to which their
locations are balanced across the area. Few trips are made between similar land uses (i.e., few trips are
between two homes). Rather, trips are usually made between different uses (i.e., a trip from home to
work or from work to lunch). Jobs rich station areas serve as trip attractions, whereas more housing
rich stations serve as trip productions.
A jobs-to-housing ratio of 2:1 is typically promoted as an ideal balance that provides jobs and retail
opportunities for all of the population within a corridor or area. It also reflects a better balance of
internal trip distribution and reduction of longer distance commuting trips. Bearing a ratio of nearly 16:1,
the Corridor is jobs rich with nearly 68,000 jobs and 4,300 houses. A similar imbalance is reflected at
the station level. Only the Adams, Robinson, 25th Street, and Hermitage/Meadow Stations show a
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slightly better balance, albeit one that is lower than the target. The high concentration of jobs along the
Corridor demonstrates a strong pattern of in-commuting to the Corridor.
Employment and household projections for 2035 show little change when compared to 2008 in the
overall balance of jobs and houses both at the Corridor and station area levels. The jobs/housing balance
does show a stable trend with a ratio of approximately 7.5:1. With significant land available for
redevelopment, there are opportunities to improve this balance in the future.
Table 7. Existing Jobs-to-Housing Ratio (2008)
Households
(2008)

Employment
(2008)

Jobs/Housing
Ratio
(2008)

Jobs/Housing
Rating
(2008)

Willow Lawn

266

1,363

5.1

Low

Staples Mill

170

1,167

6.9

Low

Hamilton/I-195

285

1,754

6.2

Low

Robinson

610

1,253

2.1

Med

Hermitage/Meadow

Station

727

942

1.3

Med

Shafer

1,413

4,530

3.2

Med

Adams

1,080

2,175

2.0

Med

3rd

Street

167

1,805

10.8

Low

6th

Street

47

3,592

76.2

Low

9th Street

91

6,496

71.4

Low

12th Street

46

11,305

247.7

Low

Main Street Station

199

4,696

23.6

Low

25th

342

502

1.5

Med

17

64

3.9

5,460

41,642

7.6

Med
Low

Street

Rocketts Landing
Corridor

Source: RRPDC and Renaissance Planning Group, 2010.
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Table 8. Future Jobs/Housing Ratio (2035)
Households

Employment
(2035)

Jobs/Housing
Ratio
(2035)

Jobs/Housing
Rating
(2035)

Willow Lawn

496

2,036

4.1

Med

Staples Mill

243

1,596

6.6

Low

Hamilton/I-195

328

2,043

6.2

Low

Robinson

702

1,460

2.1

Med

Hermitage/Meadow

836

1,097

1.3

Med

Shafer

1,552

5,276

3.4

Med

Adams

1,234

2,533

2.1

Med

Station

3rd

Street

194

2,102

10.8

Low

6th

Street

155

4,195

27.1

Low

9th

Street

108

7,567

70.4

Low

55

13,169

241.0

Low

Main Street Station

239

5,470

22.9

Low

25th

410

585

1.4

Med

56

92

1.6

Med

6,605

49,221

7.5

Low

12th

Street
Street

Rocketts Landing
Corridor

Source: RRPDC and Renaissance Planning Group, 2010.

2.1.4 Potential Boardings
While a separate transit ridership modeling effort is being completed for the study, the following
potential boardings assessment was prepared using RRPDC socioeconomic data to illustrate how land
use conditions support transit ridership and travel mode choices. The estimated person trip and
boardings were calculated using assumption for households (six trips per dwelling unit) and jobs (two
trips per employee).
The potential boardings assessment results provide a good indication of the current and future land use
balance and mix. More jobs rich station areas serve as trip attractions, whereas more housing rich
stations serve as trip productions. The high concentration of jobs (i.e, attractions) along the Corridor
demonstrates a strong pattern of in-commuting to the Corridor. Currently most of these commute
trips are by car.
Based on the socioeconomic data summarized at the TAZ level, the estimated ridership for the Broad
Street Corridor can be assumed to be approximately a 2.5% mode split for total productions and
attractions based on socioeconomic data for 2008. Under existing conditions, the highest concentration
is located at the 9th Street, 12th Street, and Shafer Stations (see Table 9). Using 2035 projections (see
Table 10), boardings increase most significantly at Shafer, 6th Street, 9th Street, 12th Street and Main
Street Stations.
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Table 9. Land Use Derived Estimate of Existing Boardings (2008)
Station

Households

Jobs

Estimated Person Trips
Prod
Attrs

Estimated
Boardings

Boardings
Rankings

Willow Lawn

266

1,363

1,594

2,725

108

Low

Staples Mill

170

1,167

1,020

2,333

84

Low

Hamilton/I-195

285

1,754

1,710

3,507

130

Low

Robinson

610

1,253

3,663

2,506

154

Low

Hermitage/Meadow

727

942

4,360

1,884

156

Low

Shafer

1,413

4,530

8,480

9,059

438

Low

Adams

1,080

2,175

6,480

4,349

271

Low

3rd Street

167

1,805

1,001

3,609

115

Low

6th Street

47

3,592

283

7,184

187

Low

9th Street

91

6,496

546

12,991

338

Low

12th Street

46

11,305

274

22,610

572

Med

Main Street Station

199

4,696

1,194

9,392

265

Low

25th Street

342

502

2,054

1,005

76

Low

Rocketts Landing

17

64

99

129

6

Low

Source: RRPDC and Renaissance Planning Group, 2010.
Note: The results are for evaluation purposes and do not reflect travel demand model calculations.

Table 10. Land Use Derived Estimate of Future Boardings (2035)
Estimated Person Trips
Prods
Attrs

Estimated
Boardings

Boardings
Rankings

6,107

227

Low

1,456

4,787

156

Low

2,043

1,966

6,129

202

Low

702

1,460

4,211

4,379

215

Low

836

1,097

5,013

3,292

208

Low

Shafer

1,552

5,276

9,310

15,829

628

Med

Adams

1,234

2,533

7,401

7,600

375

Low

Station

Households

Jobs

Willow Lawn

496

2,036

2,978

Staples Mill

243

1,596

Hamilton/I-195

328

Robinson
Hermitage/Meadow

3rd

Street

194

2,102

1,165

6,307

187

Low

6thStreet

155

4,195

929

12,584

338

Low

9th

108

7,567

645

22,700

584

Med

55

13,169

328

39,506

996

Med

Main Street Station

239

5,470

1,432

16,411

446

Low

25th

410

585

2,458

1,756

105

Low

56

92

337

277

15

Low

Street

12th

Street
Street

Rocketts Landing

Source: RRPDC and Renaissance Planning Group, 2010.
Note: The results are for evaluation purposes and do not reflect travel demand model calculations.
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By improving the jobs-to-housing ratio with increased residential densities and improving the quality of
the urban environment, the proposed transit system has greater potential to capture transit users and
better serve the employment uses along the Corridor.
2.2

Multimodal Connectivity and Station Access

Multimodal connectivity and station access are important factors in determining the ability of a station
area to support transit. A highly connected street network with adequate sidewalks, pathways, and
roadway crossings helps increase pedestrian and bicyclist safety and supports transit use. In addition,
providing opportunities to quickly transfer between routes or modes facilitates transit use. To evaluate
station area walkability and accessibility, the measures shown in Table 11 were applied.
Table 11. Measures for Station Area Walkability and Accessibility
Intersection Density
(per sq. mile)

Link-to-Node Ratio

Sidewalk to Roadway Ratio

Bicycle Path to Roadway Ratio

Bus Stop Density
(per sq. mile)

Bus Activity Score
High / Medium / Low

High

> 465

Medium

465 – 155

Low

< 155

High

>4

Medium

1–4

Low

<1

High

>0.75

Medium

0.75 – 0.25

Low

< .25

High

> 0.75

Medium

0.75 – 0.25

Low

< .25

High

> 1000

Medium

1000 – 500

Low

< 500

High

> 10

Medium

10 – 1

Low

<1

Source: Renaissance Planning Group, 2010.

2.2.1 Station Area Connectivity
The surrounding street network is an important consideration when evaluating access to a station area.
The walking range of the typical person is a one-quarter to one-half mile radius or about a five to ten
minute walk from a transit station. Therefore, a complete grid street network with shorter block
lengths provides improved access to many more destinations than a street network with long block
lengths and/or cul-de-sacs.
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Link-to-node ratios and intersection density were used to quantify how well a roadway network serves
station areas. Link-to-node ratios evaluate the number of segments between intersections (links)
compared to intersections (nodes). A higher index means that travelers have an increased route choice
that allows more direct connections between any two locations. Intersection density measures the
number of intersections within the station area. The measurement corresponds closely to block size
with greater intersection density reflecting smaller blocks, and smaller blocks are indicative of greater
walkablity in the station area. Intersection density has received relatively little attention in research and
in public policy, but recent studies suggests that it is the most important factor for walking and one of
the most important factors for increasing transit use and reducing miles driven.
Intersection density is highest at Adams Street and within the Downtown District Station areas and
decreases for station areas both east and west of downtown. The block lengths currently range from
300 feet in the central business district to 1000 feet in the east and west ends of the Corridor reflecting
that the station areas in the downtown are more walkable and accessible.
Table 12. Station Area Connectivity
Station

Station Area
(miles2)

Roadway
(links)

Intersections
(nodes)

Link - Node Ratio

Intersection Density
(per mile2)

Willow Lawn

0.20

39.00

13.00

3.00

Med

65

Low

Staples Mill

0.20

50.00

17.00

2.94

Med

85

Low

Hamilton/I-195

0.20

59.00

22.00

2.68

Med

110

Low

Robinson

0.19

56.00

23.00

2.43

Med

121

Low

Hermitage/Meadow

0.19

75.00

23.00

3.26

Med

121

Low

Shafer

0.20

100.00

41.00

2.44

Med

205

Med

Adams

0.16

92.00

46.00

2.00

Med

288

Med

3rd Street

0.10

53.00

18.00

2.94

Med

180

Med

6th Street

0.09

58.00

14.00

4.14

High

156

Med

9th

0.10

79.00

22.00

3.59

Med

220

Med

0.13

54.00

21.00

2.57

Med

162

Med

Main Street Station

0.15

107.00

35.00

3.06

Med

233

Med

25th Street

0.14

77.00

28.00

2.75

Med

200

Med

Rocketts Landing

0.11

16.00

10.00

1.60

Med

91

Low

Street

12th

Street

Source: City of Richmond, Henrico County and Renaissance Planning Group, 2010.

Policies that limit block lengths or establish connectivity standards to encourage a grid of vehicular
connections and small blocks to be traversed by pedestrians could further support station area
development. Maximum block length requirements ranging from 200 to 600 feet are appropriate.
2.2.2 Multimodal Infrastructure
Providing safe and comfortable places for pedestrians and cyclists to navigate along roadways can
support access and use of a transit system. Walking and cycling conditions are affected by the quantity
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and quality of sidewalks, crosswalks and paths; path system connectivity; and the security and
attractiveness of pedestrian facilities and features, such as bike racks and changing facilities.
Overall, the Corridor has ample sidewalk coverage as indicated by the sidewalk to roadway ratio
analysis (see Table 13), and widths in the 10 to 20 feet range are the norm. Sidewalks are less prevalent
at the Willow Lawn and Rocketts Landing Stations, where sidewalks may not be provided or connect to
one another. Though sidewalk coverage is adequate overall, surfaces are inconsistent and generally not
well maintained. There are also opportunities to improve crossings with high visibility striping, accessible
curb ramps, and pedestrian countdown signals to better support pedestrian use.
Bicycle infrastructure, on the other hand, is generally lacking throughout the Corridor. No bicycle
facilities currently exist on Broad Street. A few parallel routes exist within one-half mile of the Corridor,
but only in a few cases (Hermitage/Meadow, 3rd Street, and Main Street Station) do routes connect a
proposed station. The longest single bicycle route exists within the Rocketts Landing Station area along
the Orleans/Old Osborne Turnpike, but it does not connect to the station area. Supporting bicycle
facilities, such as bike racks, were also lacking.
Table 13. Sidewalk and Bicycle Connectivity

Station

Roadway
(miles)

Sidewalk
(miles)

Bicycle Path
(miles)

SidewalkRoadway
Ratio

SidewalkRoadway
Rating

Bicycle
Path Roadway
Ratio

Bicycle
Path Roadway
Rating

Willow Lawn

2.61

1.43

0.00

0.27

Med

0.00

Low

Staples Mill

3.26

3.92

0.00

0.60

Med

0.00

Low

Hamilton/I-195

3.65

4.64

0.00

0.64

Med

0.00

Low

Robinson

3.23

5.04

0.59

0.78

High

0.18

Low

Hermitage/Meadow

3.37

5.22

0.90

0.77

High

0.27

Med

Shafer

4.99

7.92

0.59

0.79

High

0.12

Low

Adams

5.02

7.88

0.58

0.78

High

0.12

Low

3rd Street

2.60

4.66

0.99

0.90

High

0.38

Med

6th Street

2.14

3.66

0.38

0.86

High

0.18

Low

9th

2.56

3.97

0.43

0.78

High

0.17

Low

2.55

3.43

0.33

0.67

Med

0.13

Low

Main Street Station

4.38

5.64

0.74

0.64

Med

0.17

Low

25th Street

3.61

5.60

0.70

0.78

High

0.19

Low

Rocketts Landing

1.25

0.37

0.46

0.15

Low

0.37

Med

Street

12th

Street

Source: City of Richmond, Henrico County and Renaissance Planning Group, 2010.

Updating plans to include detailed standards for pedestrian and bicycle facilities, detailed plans for
specific high-priority improvements, and funding/implementation strategies for each station area could
help support future transit.
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2.2.3 Transit Stop Density and Activity
Locating BRT stops at key locations and connecting them to regular buses help maximize the
effectiveness of overall transit service. Improving connections between BRT and local bus schedules
allows for easier transfers and shorter waiting time. Shortening the duration of a transit trip supports
improving service and attracting more riders.
To assess the ease with which potential riders could transfer between modes, bus stop density and
activity was measured for the approximate one-quarter mile around each station. Bus stop density is
highest between 3rd and 9th Street Stations.
The bus activity score is a measure that accounts for the frequency and distance of transit service. The
score is an effective measure of the degree of accessibility to subarea/regional destinations, and was
calculated as the weighted length of bus routes. A higher bus activity score reflects a proportionately
greater number of longer trip distance bus routes as well as an overall higher frequency of service.
Based on this analysis, existing transit service moderately supports access to regional destinations.
Table 14. Transit Stop Density and Activity
Bus Stop
Density
(Station
Area)

Station
Area
(miles2)

Bus
Route
(miles)

Willow Lawn

0.20

2.52

3

15

75

Low

2.75

Med

Staples Mill

0.20

1.78

9

45

225

Low

1.50

Med

Hamilton/I-195

0.20

1.07

10

50

250

Low

1.30

Med

Robinson

0.19

3.28

13

68

360

Low

4.46

Med

Hermitage/Meadow

0.19

3.22

10

53

277

Low

4.36

Med

Shafer

0.20

5.10

20

100

500

Med

6.89

Med

Adams

0.16

4.84

24

150

938

Med

6.50

Med

3rd Street

0.10

4.48

17

170

1700

High

5.42

Med

6th

Street

0.09

7.69

20

222

2469

High

7.63

Med

9th

Street

0.10

9.34

15

150

1500

High

8.51

Med

12th Street

0.13

5.26

9

69

533

Med

4.46

Med

Main Street Station

0.15

2.90

14

93

622

Med

3.02

Med

25th Street

0.14

0.52

14

100

714

Med

1.19

Med

Rocketts Landing

0.11

0.00

0

0

0

Low

0.00

Low

Station

Bus
Stops

Bus Stop Density
(per sq. mile)

Bus Activity Score

Source: GRTC and Renaissance Planning Group, 2010.

2.3 Current Land Use Plans and Policies
Both the City of Richmond and Henrico County have identified rapid transit along the Broad Street
Corridor as an element of their primary comprehensive or master plans governing land use. These plans
tie factors such as land use, urban design and economic development into the existing, planned, and/or
recommended transportation infrastructure.
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2.3.1 Downtown Master Plan – City of Richmond
The City of Richmond Downtown Master Plan, as amended, was adopted by City Council in July 2009
after a two-year city-wide effort. The majority of the Broad Street Corridor is addressed in the
Downtown Plan. The Downtown study area boundary encompasses the Broad Street Corridor from
21st Street to the east and to Harrison Street to the west. The area between Harrison Street west to
the city line at Staples Mill Road is not covered by the Downtown Plan.
As the first comprehensive planning effort undertaken by the City in almost a decade, the Downtown
Plan is based upon urban form and design rather than land use and sets the tone for future planning in
Richmond. Overall, the vision of the Downtown Plan is to transform Downtown into a more pedestrian
friendly environment featuring higher densities, mixed uses and infill development. The Plan views high
quality transit options as essential to achieving these goals and uses the following transit-oriented
themes to provide a foundation:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Diversifying land uses
Providing a full range of transportation options - encouraging alternative transportation modes
by re-introducing a trolley system
Providing connectivity between land uses-between the James River and Broad Street
Improving streetscapes and the pedestrian experience
Reinforcing the scale and character of existing architecture through infill and redevelopment
Promoting of ground-floor, street fronting uses
Increasing the mix of uses vertically as well as horizontally, and
Introducing a range of housing types and a mix of commerce as well as office uses

2.3.2 City Master Plan 2000-2020 – City of Richmond
The City Master Plan was adopted by City Council in 2000 and is a traditional comprehensive planning
document that summarizes the City’s visions and goals, key strategies and directions, transportation,
natural resources and the environment, public facilities and services, neighborhoods and housing,
community character, and land use.
The Plan’s land use recommendations are consistent with supporting implementation of a premium
transit service along Broad Street, and includes two key strategies directly supportive of the Broad
Street Corridor, as follows:
•

Development of a regional multi-modal public transportation system consisting of light rail
transit along Broad Street, commuter rail, express bus service and improved taxi service

•

Recognition of Downtown as the primary business and employment center for Richmond and
the metropolitan area in need of continuous support as an employment center, an
entertainment and visitation destination, and as a residential neighborhood
The Plan calls for community commercial uses along most of the Corridor west of Downtown and
mixed use within and east of Downtown. The Plan calls for residential and office uses above ground
floor commercial uses with zero setbacks, and parking that is hidden from view. The Plan recommends
phasing out auto-oriented uses and emphasizes that investment in a multimodal transportation system
would both support and spur this kind of redevelopment over time.
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2.3.3 Vision 2026 Comprehensive Plan - Henrico County
Henrico County’s Vision 2026 Comprehensive Plan was adopted in August 2009 as the result of a multiyear effort with citizen input at strategic points during the process. The Plan includes mixed use
development recommendations with explicit guidelines for encouraging pedestrian-oriented design,
reducing automobile dependency and integrating transit. The Plan recommends urban mixed use zoning
designations for areas near both terminal locations of the Corridor and suggests consideration of light
rail along Broad Street, as recommended in the 2003 Richmond Area Metropolitan Planning
Organization study.
In addition, the Plan recommends:
• Intensifying land uses through infill and redevelopment taking advantage of existing
infrastructure, services and utilities
• Promoting diverse land use patterns including mixed use town centers and traditional
neighborhood development
• Increasing the quantity and variety of housing types near employment centers
• Encouraging economic development nodes (mixed use large tract development that provides
retail services and employment opportunities near residential concentrations); promoting new
and expanding growth where various transportation modes converge
• Promoting development and implementation of multimodal transportation facilities and
intermodal connectivity
• Encouraging development that includes facilities to accommodate the pedestrian and bicyclist as
well as transit
2.4 Land Development Policies
The above plans and policies were evaluated to indicate whether each local government was actively
promoting high density transit supportive land uses. Transit supportive policies include those that
promote pedestrian movements, promote mixed uses adjacent to transit, limit parking, and provide high,
transit supportive by-right residential and commercial densities in station areas.
2.4.1 Density, Intensity and Mix of Uses
The City Master Plan 2000-2020 identifies additional density and intensity and bicycle and pedestrian
facilities as necessary to improve access to and demand for transit systems, such as the light rail
recommended for Broad Street. Specific recommendations for West Broad Street between Belvidere
Street and the Boulevard include encouraging vacant buildings to develop first floor commercial uses
with office and/or residential uses on the upper floors. The Plan recognizes that Broad Street ideally
should be a dense urban development area with an emphasis on pedestrians and ensuring compatibility
with adjacent residential development. The Plan embraces form-based principles with recommendations
for new development along West Broad Street to be oriented to the street without setbacks, and
promotes using a strong urban form that complements the prevailing urban storefront character.
Additional off-street parking is planned to be provided with minimal visual impact on the Corridor.
Table 15 summarizes the City’s future land use categories for the West Broad Street area located west
of Harrison Street to the Henrico County line.
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Table 15. City of Richmond Master Plan
Land Use
Category

Typical Land Uses

Recommended
Zoning
Categories

Typical Density

Single Family
Residential
(low density)

SF detached dwellings, schools, places of worship, neighborhood
parks, recreation facilities, limited public and semi-public uses

Single Family
Residential
(medium density)

One and two family dwellings (attached and detached), schools,
places of worship, neighborhood parks and recreation facilities,
limited public and semi-public uses

Between 8 to 20 DU/Acre

R-5A, R-6,
R-7

Multi-Family
(medium density)

Multi-family dwellings; day nurseries, adult care and residential
support uses such as schools, places of worship, neighborhood
parks and recreation facilities, limited public and semi-public uses

Up to 20 DU/Acre

R-43, R-48

Community
Commercial

Office, retail, personal service and other commercial and service
uses; intended to provide the shopping and service needs of
residents of a number of nearby neighborhoods or a section of the
City. As compared to Neighborhood Commercial, this category
includes a broader range of uses of greater scale and intensity,
with greater vehicular access and orientation, but that are also
compatible with nearby residential areas.

General
Commercial

A broad range of office, retail, general commercial, wholesale and
service uses, typically located along major transportation corridors
and serving large portions of the City, the region, or the travelling
public.

Typically of larger scale and
intensity than Community
Commercial uses; may not always
be highly compatible with
residential uses.

Professional, business and administrative offices, medical and
dental clinics that are compatible with adjacent residential uses
and serve as a transition between residential areas and nearby
commercial or other higher intensity uses or features.

Low to medium intensity

Transitional Office

Mixed Use

Institutional

Industrial

Up to 7 DU/Acre

R-1, R-2, R-3,
R-4, R-5

B-2, UB

RO-1, RO-2

Combinations of office, retail, personal service, general commercial
and service uses and, in some cases, multi-family residential and
dwelling units above ground floor commercial. Generally such
areas consist of a mix of several types of uses designed and
arranged to be compatible with one another. Each use can function
independently, but all benefit from proximity to one another.

Institutional uses such as places of worship, private schools,
universities, museums, hospitals and other care facilities.
Manufacturing, processing, research and development,
warehousing, distribution, office-warehouse and service uses.
Office, retail and other uses that complement industrial areas are
often secondary uses. The mix and character of such areas may
vary depending on the location and available highway access.

B-3

B-5, UB

Typically this category includes
larger scale uses, while small
scale uses of this type are
incorporated within the
surrounding land use categories.

Institutional

OS, M-1, M-2

Source: City of Richmond Master Plan, 2000.
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These recommended land use categories reflect a range of uses with residential densities up to 20
dwelling units per acre served by neighborhood commercial uses and buffered from heavier intensity
general commercial and industrial uses by community commercial and transitional office. The mixed use
category begins to introduce a more transit supportive combination of office, retail and residential uses
coupled with complementary zoning that permits a mix of uses within buildings as well as within blocks
and neighborhoods.
The City of Richmond Downtown Master Plan recommends that future development comply with
established “Character Areas” based upon an evaluation of existing conditions. Each Character Area has
a unique set of urban design qualities including building orientation and height, sidewalk configuration
and streetscape standards. They reflect the existing built environment and focus future development on
infill and redevelopment strategies.
Along the Broad Street Corridor, the Character Areas are mixed use, of medium to high density, and
encourage ground floor retail with residential and office uses above. The Plan recommends a variety of
restaurants, convenience stores, high-end specialty shops, national retailers and everyday services to
support the thousands of workers in Downtown as well as residents. There is an emerging trend of
downtown apartments and condominiums, where older buildings not originally intended for residential
uses are adaptively reused and provide opportunities to improve the balance between office, retail and
residential uses. Recommended incentives include micro loans and grants, a reduction in permit fees, tax
relief, a decrease in parking requirements, increased density, and public infrastructure improvements.
Table 16 summarizes the City of Richmond Downtown Plan future land use categories. These categories
emphasize mixed use, highly pedestrian-oriented, and transit supportive density and intensity
recommendations.
Table 16. City of Richmond Downtown Plan
Typical Land Uses

Typical Density

General Urban
Area

Mixed use development distributed along medium sized blocks with a connected
network of blocks, streets and buildings shaping the public space. The mix of
buildings ranges from single-family homes to rowhouses to mixed use main street
buildings.

Medium density

Urban Center Area

Mixed use development with a fine-grained street network, wide sidewalks, regular
street tree plantings and minimal setbacks. Parking is either on-street or at the rear
of the lots. Buildings are 4-6 stories with a dense mix of office and residential
above first floor commercial uses.

Higher density

Urban Core Area

An intense mix of uses distributed along urban blocks with wide sidewalks, regular
street tree planting with 5+ story buildings containing a range of office, residential
and retail space. Buildings are typically located on larger lots with an active street
frontage with doors and windows fronting directly on the sidewalk; one building
may cover a significant portion of the block. Uses are minimally restricted and
commercial uses are permitted on the ground floor in all cases. Parking is located
on-street or mid-block in lined parking garages. If rear alleys exist parking is
accessed from the alley.

High density

Source: City of Richmond Downtown Plan, 2009.
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In the past three years, the City of Richmond has sought to introduce form-based principles of new
urbanism into the Zoning Ordinance by increasing the mix of uses permitted within most zoning
classifications, narrowing setbacks, decreasing parking requirements and adjusting lot area, coverage and
density requirements. Most of the City of Richmond zoning classifications found within one-quarter mile
of the transit stations emphasize transit supportive mix of uses, permitted densities, and parking
exemptions (see Appendix for additional details).
The Henrico County’s Vision 2026 Comprehensive Plan reflects the County’s more generalist approach
to comprehensive planning, revealing the intention to build full flexibility into the planning and zoning
process; project approvals are a result of individually negotiated development proffers. The Henrico
County Vision 2026 promotes development at densities that can be supported by site conditions,
availability of public facilities and the transportation network. Mixed use developments are promoted as
infill or redevelopment of sites, where public facilities are available to handle an intensification of land
uses. Vertical mixed uses are strongly encouraged in the Urban Mixed Use (UMU) and traditional
neighborhood development areas; with commercial uses recommended for the lower stories of high
rise structures, offices on secondary stories and residential uses on upper stories.
Henrico County land use categories for the Broad Street Corridor include Suburban Residential 2,
Multi-Family Residential, Commercial Arterial, Commercial Concentration, Office, Light Industrial,
Heavy Industrial and Urban Mixed Use. The UMU category is the only land use classification that
promotes a mix of residential and non-residential land uses, and yet the development community has
been extremely receptive of the UMU category and its matching zoning classification. The County has
approved several promising UMU development projects in recent years, one of which is located beyond
the study area in the Short Pump area and is approaching buildout. Table 17 summarizes Henrico
County’s Vision 2026 Comprehensive Plan future land use categories.
In addition to the UMU land use category, Vision 2026 includes several land use categories that permit a
range of densities and a mix of land uses: Urban Residential, Suburban Mixed use and Traditional
Neighborhood Development. These categories permit a density from 3.4 to 12 dwelling units per acre
and a full mix of uses. These categories are designated further west along the Broad Street Corridor
from the interchange with I-64, just west of the proposed Willow Lawn Station to the Goochland
County line (see Table 18).
Henrico County’s Zoning Ordinance is also supportive of transit in a few zoning classifications that
permit limited mixing of multifamily development with commercial uses and services (R-5 and R-6, B-1,
B-2 and B-3) and strongly mixed with urban densities in the UMU zone. All other zoning classifications
are primarily single use and perpetuate the separation of uses typical of suburban localities. Certain
zoning classifications permit buildings up to 200 feet with increased density and shared parking following
a provisional use permit approval. Though the Henrico Zoning Ordinance does not have the variety of
zoning classifications and form-based provisions similar to the City of Richmond, there is some flexibility
is built into their codes and policies.
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Table 17. Henrico County Vision 2026
Typical Land Uses

Typical Density

Suburban
Residential 2 (SR2)

Detached, single-family residential uses.

Maximum of 3.4 units per acre.

Multi-Family
Residential (MFR)

Multi-family dwellings such as apartments,
townhouses and condominium complexes.

Maximum of 19.8 units per acre.

Urban Mixed Use
(UMU)

A range of residential, commercial, public and semipublic uses that emphasize pedestrian-oriented
activity centers which may contain a mix of retail,
office, multi-family residential, cultural, educational,
open space and other public and private uses, with a
balance among the various uses. a mix of uses can
occur within a single structure, in a group of
structures on a parcel, or on a group of parcels. Multistory buildings with a vertical mix of uses are
encouraged.

40 DU/acre on approximately 60% of
the land area of the master-planned
site. A minimum of 20% of land area
must be dedicated open space and
natural resource protection.
Commercial and office/service uses
should be developed in a quantity that
can balance the residential
development.

Office
(OF)

Development of offices on individual properties rather
than an “office park.” Uses include professional and
administrative offices, medical offices, artist studios,
child care centers, banks, employment agencies,
funeral homes, etc.

Varying intensities

Light Industry
(LI)

Manufacturing, fabricating and warehousing
establishments with the least potential for adverse
impacts on adjacent development. Uses and
provisions will mitigate noise, heavy truck traffic,
fumes, vibration or other forms of pollution.

Heavy Industry
(HI)

Manufacturing and fabricating establishments which
generally produce noise, vibration, heavy truck traffic,
fumes and other impacts which may be objectionable
to adjacent users.

Commercial Arterial
(CA)

Wholesale and retail sales and service
establishments that may function independently of
adjoining development and require individual access
to a roadway.

Commercial
Concentration
(CC)

Retail and/or wholesale sales and service
establishments with coordinated design for shared
parking areas and shared points of access to a
roadway.

Source: Henrico County Vision 2026
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Table 18. Henrico County Vision 2026 Land Uses
Typical Land Uses

Typical Density

Urban Residential 2
(UR)

Although limited to residential uses, this category
permits a variety of housing types and higher
densities in neighborhoods exhibiting many
characteristics of Traditional Neighborhood
Development.

3.4 to 6.8 units per acre.

Suburban Mixed Use
(SMX)

A variety of housing types as the primary use, with a
minimum of 5% of the area dedicated to
nonresidential uses including open space/recreation,
office/service and commercial uses. a minimum of
15% open/recreation space and/or preservation of
natural resources.

Maximum of 4 units per acre.

Traditional
Neighborhood
Development
(TND)

Mix of housing types and small, local-scale retail and
service uses that serve the local population.
Encourage vertically-mixed structures. Multi-story
buildings with a vertical mix of uses are encouraged.
A minimum of 20% of land area to be dedicated to
open/recreation space.

Maximum 12 units per acre on 60% of
the land area. A minimum of 20% of
the land area should be dedicated to
nonresidential uses and should
include both office and commercial
uses.

Source: Henrico County Vision 2026

Henrico County’s overlay district approach to planning allows developers to propose higher-intensity
uses such as UMU, if they can negotiate the required urban services with the County. The County is
anticipating additional use of the UMU zoning category in future, and has recently completed a study of
the Innsbrook area that doubles its density and intensity and creates a more pedestrian-oriented urban
environment.
2.4.2 Parking
Henrico County’s parking requirements reflect typical suburban standards with the exception of the
shared parking available in R-5, R-6, and the slightly reduced parking requirement available in UMU, or
by request from the Planning Commission if adequate evidence is provided that the sharing of certain
uses causes a reduction in the parking demand. In contrast, the City has eliminated parking requirements
in several zoning classifications and has created parking overlay zones for the exemption of
requirements for underlying areas and the credit of others toward shared parking.
The City of Richmond Master Plan and the Downtown Plan both recommend development of an
integrated system of clearly marked, affordable and conveniently located parking garages either as part
of the capital improvements program, as part of a public-private entity, or through a special authority.
The plans recommend that garages be placed at the interior of the block and lined with habitable space
for shops, offices and apartments and be sensitive to the scale and design of surrounding structures.
Shared parking standards are recommended to maximize the use of both structured and surface parking.
Retention of on-street parking is recommended in the Downtown Plan to serve the retailers,
particularly along Broad Street.
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2.4.3 Walkability
The Downtown Plan recommends streetscape improvements such as street tree replacement and
addition, street furniture, historic markers, signage and wayfinding, unique lighting and distinct paving and
the creation of memorable intersections, gateways and places with the creation of a series of small parks
or plazas in vacant spaces to improve the pedestrian experience in Downtown. Proposed street sections
for Broad Street in the Downtown area include wide sidewalks with a canopy of shade trees and/or a
system of arcades and awnings for pedestrian comfort, street furniture such as benches and planters,
and frequently placed and maintained trash cans to help keep the street clean. An active street is
encouraged through recommendations for human-scaled public façade respecting the height and
fenestration of historic buildings, responding to their level of architectural detail, in particular their
pattern of window and door openings.
Henrico’s Vision 2026 encourages sidewalks and other pedestrian facilities in new developments as well
as connections to other neighborhoods and key destinations such as schools, libraries and parks. In
addition, the Plan encourages the inclusion of residential units in vertical, mixed use developments to
promote housing opportunities near existing and future employment centers, insisting upon pedestrian
orientation as the emphasis of mixed use developments, discouraging the accommodation of the
automobile as primary transportation mode.
Vision 2026 introduced the Mixed Use Land Use Group that encourages significantly higher intensity and
density, pedestrian-friendly and walkable site design while accommodating bicycle traffic safety. Other
land use groups also support the provision of access and circulation systems for pedestrians and
bicyclists. The Residential Land Use Group recommends the use of alleys for rear lot access in the
Urban Residential category. The Office/Service/Industrial Land Use Group recommends that multibuilding and multi-phase developments be designed to include an interconnected, interior street
network, providing pedestrian circulation through a series of sidewalks and trails connected with
existing and planned off-site paths. The Retail/Commercial Land Use Group recommends that pedestrian
circulation be provided through on-site walkways connected to adjacent public sidewalks and uses. In
addition, the transportation chapter of the Plan states that “the zoning and subdivision ordinances will
be amended to promote high-quality, diverse land use patterns including mixed use town centers,
traditional neighborhood developments and villages, all of which are pedestrian-friendly.”
2.4.4 Transit
The City Master Plan recommends development of light rail along West Broad Street as a critical
component of an envisioned “regional multi-modal transportation system consisting of commuter and
light rail, local and express buses, BRT transitways, ridesharing, improved taxi service and bikeways to
support the safe, efficient movement of people and goods.” The Master Plan recommends establishment
of a light rail transit system connecting key stops within the City and metropolitan area along major
transportation corridors, including Broad Street from the Main Street Station to the west.
This concept is further refined in the Downtown Plan and recommends reintroducing the streetcar
along Broad Street with the establishment of a rapid transit system as a first step. Both the City Master
Plan and Downtown Plan acknowledge the long term need for improved connectivity between the
Virginia Commonwealth University Monroe Park and Medical Center of Virginia (MCV) campuses,
western Downtown to City Center, Manchester to Shockoe, the Capitol District, the Convention
Center, and Jackson Ward to serve residents, visitors and workers alike. The Downtown Plan
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recommends a street section that includes on-street parking to provide a buffer between pedestrian and
automobiles, two traffic lanes and dedicated transit lanes in the center of the roadway. The Plan
integrates recommendations for transit with other key transportation strategies, such as traffic calming,
parking management and pedestrian / bicycle facility improvement.
Up to this time transit has been provided within Henrico County on a limited basis. The County
indicates that there is interest on the part of existing employers and the County staff for the extension
of premium transit service beyond the current planned Willow Lawn Station terminus west to Short
Pump. The County’s Vision Plan anticipates that mixed use developments will accommodate future
transit services. In addition, there have been a number of developments completed between the City
line at Staples Mill Road west to the Short Pump area in the past few years at densities, intensities and
with a mix of uses not previously experienced in the County.
The transportation chapter of the County’s Vision Plan introduces the concept of light rail service
between Short Pump and downtown Richmond’s Main Street Station, envisioned as an opportunity to
serve growth in Short Pump and to the west, while serving the Broad Street Corridor into the City of
Richmond. The Plan anticipates that the route would support redevelopment and mixed use projects,
and recommends that potential station locations be considered in the design of mixed use
developments.
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3.0

DISTRICTS AND STATION AREAS

The analysis was completed for the entirety of the study area. Though considered as a continuous
corridor, the Broad Street Rapid Transit Study Corridor can be characterized as a series of distinct
districts reflecting the corresponding types of land use and development character. The analysis of land
use, urban form, and multimodal connectivity reveals that there are four distinct districts, each with
their own unique attributes and special characteristics. For the purposes of this analysis, they have been
identified the West End, Museum/VCU, Downtown and East End Districts.
3.1

West End District

The west end of the Corridor includes the proposed Willow Lawn, Staples Mill, and Thompson/I-195
Stations. West End is generally characterized as an auto-oriented, suburban commercial landscape with
few multimodal connections and large land areas dedicated to surface parking lots. Numerous driveways
and curb-cuts provide access to Corridor businesses. Located behind the Corridor-oriented
development, there is a significant amount of industrial development on the northern side of Broad
Street and primarily residential uses on the southern side. The existing pattern of development is
represented by residential uses separated from employment uses, large surface parking lots, buildings set
back from the road, and numerous driveways and curb cuts. The current conditions do not serve as
optimal conditions to safe and convenient access to transit.
3.1.1 West End District – Current Policies
The predominant zoning classifications for the three stations located within the West End District are
R-3, R-5, B-2, B-3, RO-2 and M-1 (see Table 19 and Figure 2). Richmond’s RO-2 and B-3 zones and
Henrico’s B-2 and B-3 zones can be considered the most transit supportive based upon the mix of uses
permitted and the relative zoning capacity. There is a need for additional incentives, however, due to the
suburban nature of the western station areas in the County and the lack of true policies within these
zoning classifications that encourage an increase in density. Currently the County does not offer any
overlay zones in the area that help reduce parking requirements or permit a mix of uses and densities.
In addition, the residential zoning abutting the transit alignment does not allow any mixing of uses and
has a relatively low density of up to four units per acre. However, the B-2 zones surrounding Willow
Lawn Shopping Center and the B-3 zones that dominate the intersection of Staples Mill and Broad Street
both permit multi-family development. These zoning classifications offer some potential, given the large
expanse of surface parking within both station areas, for redevelopment with structured parking, office
and residential above. The station at Hamilton and I-195 offers potential with the B-3 and RO-2 zones in
the City.
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Figure 2. West End District Stations – Zoning and Land Development Potential
Table 19. West End District Zoning
Henrico

Richmond

Zoning

R-3

B-2

B-3

M-1

R-5

RO-2

B-3

M-1

Land Uses

SFD

MF,
mixed

MF,
mixed

Industrial

SFD, civic
uses

Mixed

Mixed

Density/FAR

4 DU/Ac

N/A

N/A

N/A

7.3 DU/Ac

12.1-19.8
DU/Ac

Light
Industrial

2.0 FAR

N/A

Height

45’

45’-110’

45’-110’

45’-200’

35’

35’-60’

35’

45’

Reduced

Reduced

Parking
Source: City of Richmond and Henrico County

3.1.2 West End District – Development Potential
Development potential within this District ranges from 24% at Willow Lawn to over 40% at Hamilton/I195. Pipeline development projects include Faison Residences, a roughly 7 acre development consisting
of 45 dwelling units and approximately 4,500 SF of commercial space.
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Figure 3. West End District Stations – Potential Development Opportunities

3.1.3 West End District – Multimodal Connectivity
Multimodal connectivity is generally low in this area. The wide sidewalks directly adjacent to the station
are supported on the south by a connected network of streets and sidewalks, though the block lengths
are slightly larger (approximately 600 feet) than the pedestrian-scale block lengths of Downtown
Richmond. The grid on the north, however, is more typical of suburban conditions with larger block
sizes (approximately 900 feet) intersecting with higher speed arterial roads and limited sidewalk
connectivity. There are no bicycle facilities in the immediate station area, but a shared bicycle route
exists along Monument Avenue within one-half mile of the station and runs generally parallel to Broad
Street.
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Figure 4. West End District Stations – Multimodal Connectivity

3.1.4 West End Station Areas
Willow Lawn: The area immediately surrounding the transit station is primarily characterized by large
retail and commercial uses of Willow Lawn Shopping Center and Willow Lawn Plaza. Together with
retail outparcels and personal service and office facilities, the area acts as a special ridership generator in
the region. Residential uses exist to the south of the station, including a few higher density residential
developments and 5100 Monument Avenue, a high rise 50+ condominium building. The existing pattern
of development with residential uses separated from employment uses, large surface parking lots,
buildings set back from the road, and numerous driveways and curb cuts currently may serve as a
barrier to safe and convenient access to transit. Approximately 24% of the station area is considered
vacant or redevelopable.
While the Willow Lawn Shopping Center serves as an important transfer center for existing GRTC
routes, multimodal facilities within the area are very limited. The existing platform is narrow and is not
connected to the public sidewalk or the Willow Lawn Shopping Area. There is virtually no block
network within the shopping center, and the network that exists west of Willow Lawn Drive is not
pedestrian-scale (block lengths range from 600 to 1,000 feet). Sidewalks exist on the west side of
Willow Lawn Drive, but do not connect to the transit station. A short segment of sidewalk along the
east side of Willow Lawn connects Monument to the southern end of the shopping area, but ends in the
parking lot with no direct access to the front doors of the shopping area. There is a bicycle route that
runs along Monument Avenue within one-half mile of the station, but does not connect to the station.
Staples Mill: Immediately surrounding this station are numerous auto-oriented employment,
commercial, and retail uses with ample surface parking and multiple access points. Uses include fast food
restaurants (some vacant, some occupied), convenience store/gas stations, and a few large employers
(i.e. Anthem). The station area includes portions of the Dabney Center Industrial Park, a large
employment generator. The westbound station location is directly in front of the Anthem parking lot
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that has a deep setback from Broad Street and is nicely landscaped and screened from the station area.
The southern portion of the station area has significant residential uses. The northern portion is zoned
industrial and business uses. The existing pattern of development, with residential uses separated from
employment uses, large surface parking lots, buildings set back from the road, and numerous driveways
and curb cuts, currently may serve as a barrier to safe and convenient access to transit. Approximately
35% of the station area is considered vacant or redevelopable.
The sidewalk network surrounding this station is adequate, but multimodal connectivity is low overall.
The wide sidewalks directly adjacent to the station are supported on the south by a connected network
of streets and sidewalks, and block lengths are slightly larger than average (approximately 600 feet)
compared to the rest of the Corridor. Street infrastructure to the north, however, is more typical of
suburban conditions with larger block sizes (approximately 900 feet) and is intersected with higher
speed arterial roads and has limited sidewalk connectivity. There are no bicycle facilities in immediate
station area, but a shared bicycle route exists along Monument Avenue within one-half mile of the
station area.
Hamilton/I-195: The area surrounding this station is characterized primarily by office/light industrial
uses, with a mix of large and small building footprints, and large amounts of surface parking. United
Methodist Family Services has a large campus-like facility at the northwest corner of Hamilton and Broad
Streets with buildings set back from the road and surrounded by grass and landscaping. Some higher
density residential uses exist to the south. This area is zoned for a mixture of uses (commercial,
industrial, office, and multi-family residential) but the layout of development may not be currently transit
supportive. This station contains one of the highest development capacities with nearly 41% of land
considered vacant or redevelopable. There are several underutilized and vacant parcels ripe for infill
development. Sidewalks are present and generally wide, but are not well maintained. A crosswalk exists
at Hamilton Street, but it is not very visible. There are very few trees and little to buffer pedestrians
from the high speed arterial.
Multimodal connectivity at this station is generally low. While sidewalks are wide in the immediate
station area and well-connected to the residential areas to the south, they suffer from maintenance
issues in certain locations. Street connectivity is limited because of the large apartment complex in the
northwest portion of the station area and I-195, which runs underneath Broad Street near the station
area. There is virtually no block network in the northern part of the station area and the pedestrianscale block network that exists in the southern part is disconnected because of I-195. The presence of
the interstate creates traffic patterns that pose safety concerns for pedestrians and cyclists. Crosswalks
exist at Hamilton and Thompson Streets, although they currently require repainting. There are few
street trees and little buffer between pedestrians and the roadway. There are no bicycle facilities in
immediate station area, but a shared bicycle route exists along Monument Avenue, one-quarter mile
from the station.
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3.1.5 West End District Recommendations to Improve Transit Supportive Land Uses
Planning Initiatives
•

•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•

Consider permitting mixed use development within one-quarter mile radius of proposed transit
stations to achieve the goals of improving connectivity, increasing multimodal transportation
opportunities and encouraging pedestrian-oriented development
Consider creating Transit Overlay Zones for each station area to facilitate higher density, mixed
use development in selected locations to ensure implementation of planning goals and create
incentives for increased density and multimodal improvements
Consider amending Vision 2026 to reflect the desire for transit-oriented development at
identified station locations along Broad Street, specifically targeting the Willow Lawn and Staples
Mill station areas for an increase in density, intensity and a mix of land uses
In Henrico County, consider designating redevelopment properties as UMU or TND on the
Future Land Use Map, and rezoning to UMU
Consider developing a TOD future land use category, or amending the UMU and Mixed use land
use categories to reflect more transit supportive land use policies
Consider amending the Henrico County Zoning Ordinance to create TND and Mixed use
zoning classifications to permit a range of density, intensity and a mix of uses, and promoting a
variety of housing types with a transit supportive character or urban design
Identify redevelopment properties within the station areas as potentially appropriate for
rezoning to more transit supportive zoning classifications
Consider amendments to local comprehensive plans that reflect the transit supportive land use
policies present in the City of Richmond Downtown Plan along Broad Street and other potential
transit corridors
Consider converting the large surface lot at the Anthem Building to a parking structure lined
with a mix of uses (office/retail) to take advantage of the convenient access to I-64 via Staples
Mill Road, as market conditions permit, to potentially serve as a park and ride lot and capture
commuters from western Henrico, Goochland and Hanover Counties
Consider accommodating park and ride users within the area to the west of I-195
Consider working with developers and applicants to improve the mix of uses, street
connectivity and building form within the District through redevelopment opportunities

Policy Recommendations
•
•
•
•
•

Consider financial and policy incentives to stimulate new development and retain existing
employers and residents
Consider assisting developers with parcel assembly to mitigate one of the development
obstacles associated with infill development
Consider reduced parking requirements and streamlined development review processes
Consider working with business owners to ensure their mobility needs are being addressed
Consider improving pedestrian comfort and safety, as redevelopment occurs over time, by
developing buildings closer to the street edge, providing parking and access to businesses from
the rear of properties, while still safely accommodating pedestrians and bicyclists through the
implementation of bike lanes, sidewalks, landscaping, street furniture, lighting and signalized
crossings
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Improvement Projects
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Install a larger station platform at the Willow Lawn Station to provide adequate access for
boardings
Improve the crossing at Markel with high visibility crossings to ensure safe connections and
transfers between routes
Install sidewalks on the east side of Willow Lawn to provide a seamless connection between
Monument and Broad
Provide direct pedestrian access between the Willow Lawn Station and the front doors of the
shopping center
Consider reconfiguring/restriping along Willow Lawn Drive to provide designated bicycle lanes
and extend the current bicycle network on Monument and Patterson to the new transit station.
Improve sidewalk and bicycle connections between the eastbound Staples Mill Station and the
neighborhoods located south of Broad Street
Provide signage and/or pavement markings, such as sharrows (shared lane markings), along
Chantilly, Kent Road and North Hamilton Streets to connect the bicycle route on Monument to
the Station
Prioritize sidewalk maintenance and improve crosswalks with high visibility markings, ADA
curbs, and pedestrian countdown signals
Designate a park and ride lot to offer opportunities to easily access the new transit service

3.2 Museum/VCU District
The Museum District/VCU includes the proposed Robinson, Hermitage/Meadow and Shafer Street
Stations. This area includes several major attractions including the Science Museum of Virginia, the
Children’s Museum of Richmond, the Siegel Center, and the Virginia Commonwealth University Monroe
Park Campus. It is generally an urban, multimodal environment with relatively high residential density on
the south side of Broad Street and redevelopment potential within the commercial/industrial parcels to
the north of Broad Street. Around North Lombardy Street, the character of the buildings changes from
primarily auto-oriented strip development to a mix of older urban commercial development and newly
redeveloped buildings fronting the street and wide sidewalks. Throughout this District, the roadway has
a small median (approximately five feet) and wide sidewalks. Almost all signalized intersections have
marked crosswalks and older pedestrian signals. There are numerous bicycle routes that intersect with
Broad Street in this District.
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3.2.1 Museum/VCU District – Current Policies
The predominant zoning classifications for the three stations located within the Museum/VCU District
are R-6, R-7, R-48, R-73, B-4, and M-1(see Table 20 and Figure 5). With the exception of the M-1
zoning, all of the predominant zoning classifications within the Museum/VCU District permit transit
supportive densities. The R-73 and B-4 zones permit mixed uses.
Table 20. Museum/VCU District Zoning
RICHMOND
Zoning

R-6

R-7

R-48

R-73

B-4

M-1

Land Uses

Residential,
civic

Residential,
civic

Residential,
civic

Mixed

Mixed

Density/FAR

8.7-10
DU/Ac

12.7-19.8
DU/Ac

12-20 DU/Ac

12.1-19.8
DU/Ac 2.0
FAR

Light
industrial

6.0 FAR

N/A

Height

35’

35’

35’

150’

Parking

45’
Reduced

Source: City of Richmond

Figure 5. Museum/VCU District Stations – Zoning and Land Development Potential
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3.2.2 Museum/VCU District – Potential Development Opportunities
Redevelopment opportunities in the Museum/VCU District are located in the northern parts of the
Robinson and Hermitage Stations, and around the Shafer Station that builds upon the momentum of
existing redevelopment generated by Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU). While the amount of
vacant land is more limited compared to potential redevelopment, the existing zoning has the potential
to support additional employment and residential uses.

Figure 6. Museum/VCU District Stations – Potential Development Opportunities

3.2.3 Museum/VCU District – Multimodal Connectivity
Multimodal connectivity is generally adequate in this District. Wide sidewalks (approximately 15 to 17
feet) are well-connected to the residential areas to the south. The gridded street network maintains
adequate density throughout the District, except in the northern areas surrounding the museum, where
old passenger rail lines create limited vehicular and pedestrian access to any uses to the north.
Crosswalks and older pedestrian signals exist at many of the intersections surrounding the station areas
and a five-foot median is present along the length of Broad Street. A number of bicycle routes exist in
this District, including Bicycle Route 1 that runs along Hermitage Road.
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Figure 7. Museum/VCU District Stations – Multimodal Connectivity

3.2.4 Museum/VCU District – Station Areas
Robinson: This station is defined primarily by its location directly in front of the Science Museum and
Children’s Museum, which is set back a great distance from the road and fronted with landscaping and
surface parking. The Boulevard skirts the western edge of the station area and provides a strong linkage
to the Virginia Historical Society and the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts that are located about one-half
mile from the station. The Department of Motor Vehicles operates its large car pooling and
maintenance facility on the north edge of the station area. The south side of Broad Street is fronted with
underutilized urban commercial uses, and flanked by a mix of medium density residential uses (one- and
two-family units) that contribute to the high household density in this area. This station has the potential
to capture the higher density residential neighborhoods and improve connections to transit routes
serving Broad and Robinson Streets, as well as a number of bicycle routes. Approximately 27% of the
land in the station area is considered vacant or redevelopable.
Multimodal connectivity in this station area is generally adequate. There are wide sidewalks
(approximately 15 to 17 feet) in the immediate station area, and they are well-connected to the
residential areas to the south. The gridded street network maintains adequate density in the southern
portion of the station area, although the northern portion is characterized by larger parcels that abut
old passenger rail lines, creating limited vehicular and pedestrian access to any uses to the north.
Crosswalks and pedestrian signals exist at the intersections surrounding the station area and a five-foot
median is present along the length of Broad Street in this station area. Three bicycle routes exist within
one-quarter mile of the station area – Boulevard, Monument Street, and N. Mulberry Street - but none
connect to the station. Three other bicycle routes exist on N. Sheppard Street, Hermitage Road, and
Grove Avenue within one-half mile of the station.
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Hermitage/Meadow: This station will provide service to residential areas south of Broad Street and
the commercial and retail locations at this intersection. The immediate station area is characterized by a
mix of established and underutilized, urban-scaled retail, commercial and industrial uses, including the
historic Sauer’s Spice factory, as well as numerous auto-oriented uses and parking lots. The Virginia
Department of Taxation and the Department of Motor Vehicles office buildings are located within this
station area. The development pattern within this station area varies. In some areas, small-scale, multistory buildings are pulled close to the street with street trees and on-street parking. Other areas
contain large buildings with blank facades, large surface parking lots, and multiple driveways. The urban
scale transitions to a mixture of suburban-style retail and auto-oriented uses at Lombardy and Main
Streets with a Lowe’s set back from the road and surrounded by surface parking lots. Gas stations
operate in the outparcels fronting on Broad Street. Medium density residential uses surround the older
commercial uses along the southern portion of the Corridor. This contributes to the high household
density in the area. Approximately 50% of the land in this station area is considered vacant or
redevelopable.
Multimodal connectivity in this station area is adequate overall. There are wide sidewalks (approximately
15 to 17 feet) in the immediate station area, and they are well-connected to the residential areas to the
south. There are high visibility crosswalks and ADA curb ramps at the Hermitage Road/Meadow Street
intersection. The gridded street network maintains adequate density in the southern portion of the
station area, although block lengths are longer than average (ranging from 600 to 900 feet) compared to
the rest of the Corridor. Limited landscaping, varying sidewalk condition, frequent curb cuts, and surface
parking lots abutting the street further preclude an ideal pedestrian environment to the north. Within
one-quarter mile of the station area, two bicycle routes exist: Hermitage Road and Monument Ave. The
Hermitage route (Bike Route 1) passes almost directly by the station area. Additional routes are located
within one-half mile: Lombardy, Grove, and N. Mulberry Streets.
Shafer: The area surrounding this station can be characterized as a mixed use shopping/retail/
residential district that supports at the needs generated by VCU students and employees. A number of
large, multi-story residential buildings and university buildings contribute to the high residential density
in this station area. VCU is the primary activity center in this station area. Although the VCU population
is quickly becoming dominated by a full-time student population, it still maintains a very strong part-time
commuter student population. In addition to VCU, the Landmark Center, located on Belvidere at Main
Street, is a significant entertainment venue in the area. The area immediately surrounding the station has
a very urban character with buildings fronting the street and a consistently transparent street frontage
that supports pedestrian use. However, the character transitions to a more automobile centric form
around the Belvidere intersection with gas stations and large surface parking lots fronting the street.
Approximately 25% of the station area is considered vacant or redevelopable.
The proposed Shafer Station has one of the highest levels of street connectivity. Sidewalks are wide and
generally well-connected throughout the station area. Broad Street has on-street, metered parking on
both sides of the road, which creates an adequate buffer for pedestrians. Crossings exist at nearly every
intersection south of Broad Street and Shafer Street specifically has high visibility crosswalks and
pedestrian countdown signals. The width of Belvidere Street can make it challenging to cross. Bike
routes exist along Belvidere and Franklin Streets, but neither connects to the station area. Bicycle
parking exists at the bookstore and at the dormitories.
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3.2.5 Museum/VCU District Recommendations to Improve Transit Supportive Land Uses
Planning Initiatives
•

•

Consider permitting mixed use development within one-quarter mile radius of proposed transit
stations to achieve the goals of improving connectivity, increasing multimodal transportation
opportunities and encouraging pedestrian-oriented development
Consider creating Transit Overlay Zones for each station area to facilitate higher density, mixed
use development in selected locations to ensure implementation of planning goals and create
incentives for increased density and multimodal improvements

Policy Recommendations
•
•
•
•

Consider financial and policy incentives to stimulate new development and retain existing
employers and residents
Consider assisting developers with parcel assembly to mitigate one of the development
obstacles associated with infill development
Consider reduced parking requirements and streamlined development review processes
Consider working with business owners to ensure their mobility needs are being addressed

Improvement Projects
•
•
•
•
•
•

Target streetscape improvements along Broad Street and at proposed station locations to
create an improved environment for both motorists and pedestrians
Install high visibility crosswalks and newer pedestrian activated countdown signals with push
buttons
Provide pedestrians refuge in medians along Broad Street for improved crossing safety and
pedestrian comfort.
Install ADA curb ramps at all intersections and in the median
Provide signage and/or pavement markings, such as sharrows (shared lane markings), along N.
Robinson or N. Davis Ave to connect the bicycle route on Monument to the station
Provide ADA crossings and signage/sharrow markings along N. Harrison, Shaffer or N. Laurel
Streets to connect the bicycle route along W. Franklin Street to the Shafer Street Station

3.3 Downtown District
The Downtown District includes the proposed stations at Adams Street, 3rd Street, 6th Street, 9th
Street, and 12th Street. As this area comprises the City’s core business and state government
employment areas, the highly urbanized environment represents the highest transit usage and transfer
rates in the region. The major employment centers include City Hall, the Coliseum, the Convention
Center, various state and City office buildings, the state capital complex and VCU Medical Center, as
well as numerous other attractions and activity centers. The character of the area transitions from a
primarily commercial corridor with a fine grain of uses around Adams Street Station towards the larger
scale institutional uses associated with the state government and hospital buildings around the 12th
Street Station. A raised median is present in the area around 6th Street to prevent mid-block pedestrian
crossings. High visibility crosswalks (painted and brick textured) are present at the intersections around
these stations. Several intersections located between 7th and 9th Streets have auditory pedestrian
countdown signals, though curb ramps are not always available. The urban environment changes in
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proximity to 14th Street where I-95 intersects the Corridor and creates an automobile-dominated
streetscape with the associated Interstate access ramps. The City is currently replacing sidewalks from
4th Street to Adams Street and is anticipated to include improvements, such as six to ten feet sidewalks
with tree wells and new brick.
3.3.1 Downtown District – Current Policies
The predominant zoning classifications for the five stations located within the Downtown District are R6, RO-3, B-4, CM, DCC and M-1 (see Table 21 and Figure 8). With the exception of M-1, these zones
are transit supportive with their permitted mix of uses and the defined density and intensity of use.
Table 21. Downtown District Zoning
RICHMOND
Zoning
Land Uses
Density/FAR
Height

R-6

RO-3

B-4

CM

DCC

M-1

Residential,
civic
8.7-10
DU/Ac

Mixed

Mixed

Mixed
(no res.)

Mixed
(no res.)

Light
industrial

12.7-19.8
DU/Ac

6.0 FAR

N/A

N/A

N/A

35’

35’-50’

N/A

80’

95’

45’

Reduced

Reduced

Exempt

Exempt

Parking
Source: City of Richmond

Figure 8. Downtown District Stations – Zoning and Land Development Potential
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3.3.2 Downtown District – Potential Development Opportunities
While the amount of vacant land is limited compared to potential redevelopment, the existing zoning
provides the potential to support a significant amount of additional employment and residential uses.

Figure 9. Downtown District Stations – Potential Development Opportunities

3.3.3 Downtown District – Multimodal Connectivity and Accessibility
The Downtown District has the potential to be a highly multimodal, urban environment. Numerous
local buses currently operate within this District and provide opportunities to easily transfer between
routes. There are wide sidewalks on both sides of Broad Street with some street trees, on-street
parking, and pedestrian-oriented street lights. Block lengths throughout the station areas are pedestrianoriented (approximately 300 feet). The street and sidewalk network connects the office and residential
uses in the station areas and is maintained overall. Many large scale buildings and surface parking lots,
however, detract from the pedestrian environment. A number of bicycle routes exist.
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Figure 10. Downtown District Stations – Multimodal Connectivity

3.3.4 Downtown District – Station Area Characteristics
Adams: Adams Street serves as a western boundary of the downtown area. The portion of Broad
Street surrounding the proposed Adams Street Station was historically the commercial center of the
City. The character of the area has not changed much since that time, despite many changes in the uses.
The area is primarily commercial with buildings fronting the street with many retaining their original
street facades. The area serves as the location of the successful First Friday’s Art Walk and a
concentration of art galleries, music studios, graphic design and architecture offices, boutiques, cafés and
restaurants. The area includes larger buildings such as the newly renovated Richmond Doubletree Hotel,
the Jefferson Hotel, the Richmond Main Library and the YMCA. The strong mix of station area uses
include residential and are located behind the Broad Street commercial frontages. While the historic
structures along Broad Street meet high architectural and design standards, they suffer from vacancy
issues. Parking is located in alleys, in the rear of the buildings that front Broad Street, and in small
parking lots tucked to the side. Approximately 29% of station area is considered vacant or
redevelopable.
The proposed Adams Street Station has the potential to be a highly multimodal, urban environment.
There are wide sidewalks on both sides of Broad Street with street trees buffering the road, on-street
parking, and pedestrian-oriented street lights. Block lengths throughout the station area are pedestrianoriented (approximately 300 feet). However, Brook Road disrupts the block pattern on the north side
of the station area with a diagonal road, and creates a triangular block known locally as Lonesome Pine
Park. A narrow median exists along this stretch of roadway and high visibility crosswalks are currently
located on the Broad Street approaches. The street and sidewalk network connects the office and
residential uses surrounding the station and is generally well maintained, though many large, surface
parking lots within the station area detract from the pedestrian environment. Bicycle routes exist along
Franklin Street and West Leigh Street, but do not connect to the station.
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3rd Street: This immediate station area can be characterized as having comparatively higher-density
cultural and entertainment uses, interspersed with surface parking lots and parking garages. A major
generator located within this station area is the Richmond Convention Center. While the street and
pedestrian networks are wide and highly connected, and buildings are pulled close to the street (albeit
farther away than those on Adams Street), the building footprints are generally larger and tree canopy
coverage varies, making the pedestrian environment less desirable. Nearly all of the 21 blocks show
some potential for redevelopment.
The 3rd Street Station has a high degree of intersection density and one of the most intact grid
networks of any of the downtown station areas. This density facilitates dispersed vehicular movement,
while creating an environment of consistent block lengths that allows pedestrians to efficiently walk
between destinations. The exception to this pattern occurs at 4th Street, where the grid network is
disrupted, creating some confusing traffic patterns and limiting north-south access. The City is currently
in the process of replacing sidewalks from 4th Street to Adams Street to provide high-quality sidewalks,
landscaping, lighting, and well-marked pedestrian crossings, all of which encourage pedestrian usage. In
addition to white, ladder crosswalk pavement markings, some key intersections use brick pavement to
visually reinforce the presence of the pedestrian crosswalk. There is a shared bicycle route that runs
along N. 2nd Street, and turns east on Broad Street to connect north on 3rd Street. This is the only
bicycle facility that connects directly with a downtown station.
6th Street: The immediate station area is characterized by numerous cultural, entertainment, and
tourist destinations that are interspersed with supporting surface parking lots and parking garages. The
Richmond Coliseum, National Theater and Theater Row, Federal District Court Building, Richmond
Marriot, Hilton Garden Inn located in the old Miller & Rhodes building, and Center Stage are some of
the major attractions within this station area. These uses contribute to the high employment densities in
the station area. While the street and pedestrian networks are wide and highly connected, and buildings
are pulled close to the street (albeit farther away than those on Adams Street), building footprints are
generally larger, tree canopy varies, and large surface parking lots make the pedestrian environment less
desirable. Currently 20% of the station area is considered vacant or redevelopable.
The 6th Street Station has a highly connected network of streets south of E. Marshall Street. In this area,
block lengths are pedestrian-oriented (approximately 330 feet), allowing pedestrians to efficiently walk
between destinations. While the Coliseum occupies the equivalent of four city blocks north of Marshall
Street, ample pedestrian facilities and public open space facilitate a seamless pedestrian network. The
station area is characterized by high-quality sidewalks, landscaping, lighting, and well-marked pedestrian
crossings, all of which encourage pedestrian usage. In addition to white ladder crosswalk pavement
markings, some key intersections use brick pavement to visually reinforce the presence of the
pedestrian crosswalk. There is a shared bicycle route that runs east-west along North Franklin Street,
but it does not connect to the station.
9th Street: The immediate station area is characterized by civic and institutional uses which support
significant employment densities. Major buildings and facilities include the Internal Revenue Service,
Social Security Administration, Richmond General District Court, Library of Virginia, City Hall and City
of Richmond School Board and Social Services, the Virginia General Assembly and VCU’s Medical
College of Virginia campus. The historic architectural quality of these buildings is unique and visually
appealing. However, the buildings are set back from the sidewalk and often occupy an entire city block.
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In addition, a few large surface parking lots exist in this station area and detract from the pedestrian
environment. Currently16% of the station area is considered vacant or redevelopable.
Multimodal connectivity within the 9th Street Station is limited because of the large institutional uses
that occupy multiple blocks. Along Broad and E. Marshall Street, block lengths are pedestrian-oriented
(approximately 330 feet), but the large institutional uses north and south of these roads disrupt efficient
walking routes. The station area is characterized by high-quality sidewalks, landscaping, lighting, and wellmarked pedestrian crossings, all of which encourage pedestrian usage. In addition to white, ladder
crosswalk pavement markings, some key intersections use brick pavement to visually reinforce the
presence of the pedestrian crosswalk. There is a shared bicycle route that runs east-west along Bank
Street/North Franklin Street, but it does not connect to the station.
12th Street/VCU Medical: This area is characterized by large institutional uses (primarily medical and
government) and some supportive office uses, which contribute to extremely high employment
densities. Wide sidewalks are present on both sides of Broad St. (approximately 15 to 20 feet) and
buildings generally front the sidewalk. The urban design condition of the immediate station area is
heavily influenced by the I-95 Interchange, Virginia Medical College, large state government uses, and
large structured parking lots. The numerous parking garages detract from an otherwise pedestrianfriendly scale. There is limited streetscaping and the ground floors of adjacent office buildings do not
feature active features. Very little land is available for redevelopment.
Multimodal connectivity within the 12th Street Station is limited because of the large institutional uses
that occupy multiple blocks, as well as the interstate and railroad trestles that create a barrier on the
eastern edge of the station area. The limited block network is significantly larger than the scale of blocks
within downtown (approximately 800 feet). On Broad Street, there are high-quality, wide sidewalks, but
limited landscaping and enhanced crosswalks could improve the pedestrian environment. There is a
shared bicycle route that runs east-west along Bank Street/North Franklin Street that does not connect
to the proposed station location.
14th Street: Although a station is not proposed for 14th Street, the proposed rapid transit route
continues south on 14th Street from Broad before turning eastward onto Main Street. The area along
14th Street is generally characterized by large parking lots and garages surrounded by large government
office buildings. The sidewalks are wide (10 to 20 feet) with on-street parking and lack of streetscaping.
The large building setbacks, single-uses (offices, parking), six-lane roadway with a raised median, and
grade separation between north and southbound travel lanes are not pedestrian-friendly. A pedestrian
overpass, located mid-block between Broad and Bank Streets, connects a 25 story state office building
on the east side of 14th Street to several other state office buildings on the west side. Steeps slopes are
present along the eastern portion of the station area. Sidewalks in this area are not continuous. Marked
crosswalks exist at the major intersections, but could benefit from improved visibility. No crosswalks
are available at the intersection of Broad Street and overpass to 1-95, although pedestrian activity was
present.
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3.3.5 Downtown District Recommendations to Improve Transit Supportive Land Uses
Planning Initiatives
•

Consider creating Transit Overlay Zones for each station area to facilitate higher density, mixed
use development in selected locations to ensure implementation of planning goals and create
incentives for increased density and multimodal improvements

Policy Recommendations
•
•
•
•

Consider financial and policy incentives to stimulate new development and retain existing
employers and residents
Consider assisting developers with parcel assembly to mitigate one of the development
obstacles associated with infill development
Consider reduced parking requirements and streamlined development review processes
Consider working with business owners to ensure their mobility needs are being addressed

Improvement Projects
•
•
•
•
•
•

Target streetscape improvements along Broad Street and at proposed station locations to
create an improved environment for both motorists and pedestrians
Maintain a consistent tree canopy and curb ramps on all corners to improve accessibility
Provide sidewalk improvements, landscaping, street furniture, crosswalks and signalized
crossings
Provide pedestrians refuge in medians along Broad Street for improved crossing safety and
pedestrian comfort
Revise pedestrian signal timing to provide a longer crossing time, and in particular, around the
medical center and government buildings to serve persons with limited mobility
Focus on providing improved median accessibility, pedestrian countdowns, appropriate signal
timing and the provision of bike parking

3.4 East End District
The East End District includes Main Street Station, 25th Street and Rocketts Landing Stations, where
each station area has a different character and context. Relative to the other station areas, East End
currently has a lower level of existing transit activity, fewer activity centers, and lower population and
employment densities. It is anticipated that these areas will undergo substantial change with continued
infill, redevelopment and adaptive reuse of buildings in Shockoe Bottom, as well as the buildout
development of Rocketts Landing. Rocketts Landing is a mixed use redevelopment project, located at
the eastern terminus of the Corridor, and is planned to include 2,000 residences, 200,000 SF of retail
and entertainment space, 500,000 SF of office space, a hotel and outdoor recreational activities.
Rocketts Landing is planned to provide intermodal connection serving points further east in Henrico
County, where the Tree Hill development has been approved for 2,770 residences, 300,000 SF of office
space and 860,000 SF of commercial space.
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3.4.1 East End District – Current Policies
The predominant zoning classifications for the three stations located within the East End District are R6, B-4, B-5, M-1, M-2 (R and H), and UMU (H) (see Table 22 and Figure 11). With the exception of the
industrial zoning classifications for both jurisdictions, all of the predominant zoning classifications can be
considered transit supportive based upon the permitted mix of uses and densities.

Table 22. East End District Zoning
HENRICO

RICHMOND

Zoning

M-1

UMU

R-6

B-4

B-5

M-1

M-2

Land Uses

Light
Industrial

Mixed

Mixed

Mixed

Mixed

Light
Industrial

Heavy
Industrial

Density/FAR

N/A

12-40

8.7-10

6.0

N/A

N/A

N/A

Height

45’-200’

60’

35’

None

60’

45’

45’

Exempt

Exempt

Parking

Reduced

Source: City of Richmond and Henrico County

Figure 11. East End District Stations – Zoning and Land Development Potential

3.4.2 East End District – Potential Development Opportunities
Development potential in this District is generally high. A number of adaptive reuse projects with
several hundred residences and additional commercial square feet have been approved in the past year
and are anticipated for completion in the near future.
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Figure 12. East End District Stations – Potential Development Opportunities
3.4.3 East End District – Multimodal Connectivity and Accessibility
Multimodal connectivity is limited within this District due to the presence of I-95 and multiple railroad
trusses, as well the limited street network that connects Rocketts Landing. East Main Street is a truck
route and the main artery connecting Downtown to eastern Henrico County. Peak commuter traffic
operates at lower effective speed due to regular congestion. While there are numerous sidewalks
throughout the District, sidewalk quality, lighting and other street amenities often do not exist. There
lacks a consistent type and level of lighting, sidewalk paving, crosswalk markings, or curb ramps
throughout the area. A shared bicycle route exists along E. Franklin Street and E. Main Street.

Figure 13. East End District Stations – Multimodal Connectivity
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3.4.4 East End District – Station Area Characteristics
Main Street Station: Main Street Station is located in Shockoe Bottom area of the City and is a
historic, urban neighborhood with industrial beginnings. It is one of the largest areas reflecting the
architectural character of “Old Richmond.” This character has played an important role in the
renovation and rehabilitation of many properties in recent years. In addition to the large industrial
buildings, the area contains a mix of older, small scale commercial/retail/restaurant uses that are
generally oriented to the street and have active storefronts and outdoor dining. The Farmer’s Market is
located adjacent to the train station entrance and a park and ride lot on Main Street. Together, these
uses contribute to the high employment densities in the area and generate significant pedestrian trips. A
number of adaptive use projects with several hundred residences have been approved in the past year.
These include 204 units approved for a mixed use building located at 305 N. 18th Street and 74 units for
a mixed use building at 227 ½ N. 20th Street. In addition, the adaptive reuse of the historic Reynolds
Metals building has been approved, at the western edge of the station area, with approximately 225
dwelling units and 38,000 square feet of non-residential uses. Approximately 36% of the land in the
station area is considered vacant or redevelopable.
Multimodal connectivity is limited due to the presence of I-95 and multiple railroad trusses that bisect
the station area. While both are elevated and pedestrian facilities exist along Main Street and Broad
Street to connect uses on the east and west sides of the station area, the physical presence of these
large auto- and rail-oriented structures creates an environment less attractive for pedestrians. East Main
Street is a designated truck route and arterial roadway connecting Downtown to eastern Henrico
County. In addition, the Main Street Station and its parking areas occupy the equivalent of three city
blocks, further limiting east-west connectivity in the station area. To the east of the station area, the
pedestrian environment is inviting and comfortable with outdoor dining, active storefronts, wide
sidewalks, street trees, and small block sizes. However, sidewalk quality, lighting and other street
amenities are sometimes lacking. High visibility crosswalks are present in the immediate station area. A
shared bicycle route exists along E. Franklin Street and crosses in front of the station along E. Main
Street. The facility is not well-marked.
25th Street: The area between 19th Street and Pear Street is known as “Tobacco Row,” reflecting
Richmond’s historic role in the tobacco industry. Tobacco Row has a mix of residential uses and small
scale, older commercial as well as newer commercial uses. East of 19th Street, the small-scale buildings
on the south side of Main Street start to transition to the larger tobacco warehouse/factory buildings
constructed in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The north side of East Main Street consists
primarily of automobile-oriented commercial uses set back from the road with parking located directly
along the street, though some smaller-scale, older commercial uses are present. Building use and form is
varied, including manufacturing or warehousing uses, offices, retail and restaurant uses, and a number of
former factory/warehouse buildings that have been converted to multi-family residential. Most of the
structures in this area are two and three-stories in height. East of the station area lies Echo Harbor, a
pending zoning application proposing 102 dwelling units, a 158 room hotel and 120,000 square feet of
commercial and office uses. In addition, a number of redevelopment projects have been approved in the
past year, including 96 units approved within a mixed use building located at 2005 East Franklin Street
and a rezoning from M-1 to B-5 with ground floor commercial and upper floor residential uses at 2026
East Main Street. Approximately 30% of the station area is considered vacant or redevelopable.
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Multimodal connectivity is generally balanced, with opportunities to drive, bicycle, and walk within the
station area. The traditional street grid remains largely intact, though north-south connectivity is limited
on 22nd and 24th Streets due to topography and development patterns. Wide, brick sidewalks (10 to 15
feet) and street trees generally line Main Street in this station area. However, sidewalk quality, lighting
and other street amenities are sometimes lacking. Marked crosswalks with pedestrian signals exist only
at 21st and 25th Streets and curb ramp conditions vary throughout. Connecting streets are narrow with
on-street parking, sidewalks and street trees. There are some obstructions within the pedestrian
traveled way. Bicycle routes exist along Dock Street, Broad Street and Franklin Street, providing both
north-south and east-west bicycle connections within the station area. None of the routes connects
directly with the station.
Rocketts Landing: The area surrounding the Rocketts Landing Station is in transition from an
industrial brownfield to a new, mixed use village along the James River. Currently there is limited mix of
uses with some multi-family residential uses and office/retail space on the ground floor. However,
construction, sale and leasing of the Rocketts Landing Village is on-going and existing household and
employment densities reflect the transitional nature of this station area. There is a restaurant along the
waterfront, a small public open space, and some industrial uses to the northwest of the developing
Village. Site plans for a private marina have been approved and the City is reviewing an application for a
multi-use condominium high rise with 93 dwelling units, parking and 120,000 square feet of office and
commercial uses. Approximately 50% of the station is considered vacant or redevelopable.
In the Rocketts Landing Station area, multimodal connectivity is generally limited. Where sidewalks exist
along Old Osborne Turnpike, they are only on one side of the street and vary in condition. Near the
station along Orleans Street, wide (6 to 8 feet) sidewalks have been added as properties have
developed, but the sidewalk network overall is incomplete and no sidewalk currently exists in the
proposed station area. In addition, those sidewalks are generally fronted with large, surface parking lots,
creating a less desirable pedestrian environment. There are ADA ramps on Old Main Street, but no
marked crosswalks. Brick sidewalks (five to eight feet) are present along Old Main Street within the
apartment area and on-street parking and street trees are present to buffer pedestrians within the
development. There is a bicycle route along Orleans Street that connects the residential and industrial
uses on the north side of the station area to Old Osborne Turnpike and points east and west, but there
is no direct connection to the proposed station.
3.4.5 East End District Recommendations to Improve Transit Supportive Land Uses
Planning Initiatives
•

•

Consider permitting mixed use development within one-quarter mile radius of proposed transit
stations to achieve the goals of improving connectivity, increasing multimodal transportation
opportunities and encouraging pedestrian-oriented development
Consider creating Transit Overlay Zones for each station area to facilitate higher density, mixed
use development in selected locations to ensure implementation of planning goals and create
incentives for increased density and multimodal improvements
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Policy Recommendations
•
•
•
•

Consider financial and policy incentives to stimulate new development and retain existing
employers and residents
Consider assisting developers with parcel assembly to mitigate one of the development
obstacles associated with infill development
Consider reduced parking requirements and streamlined development review processes
Consider working with business owners to ensure their mobility needs are being addressed

Improvement Projects
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Target streetscape improvements along Broad Street and at proposed station locations to
create an improved environment for both motorists and pedestrians
Provide sidewalk improvements, landscaping, street furniture, crosswalks and signalized
crossings
Provide a high visibility crosswalk at the Main/North 14th Street intersection
Provide bicycle parking facilities throughout the District
Improve crosswalk and sidewalk conditions and streetscaping
Provide an adequate platform and station waiting area within the Rocketts Landing Station with
shelter, bench and trash receptacle, at a minimum
Expand the sidewalk network within Rocketts Landing to connect the station area to
surrounding uses
Provide “complete streets” with bicycle lanes and sidewalks along Old Osborne Turnpike/East
Main Street
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4.0

SUMMARY

Future transit investments in the Broad Street corridor will need to be complemented by supportive
land use and multimodal improvements in order to maximize the ridership potential for Bus Rapid
Transit in the corridor.
Making transit more safe, convenient, and desirable along Broad Street can be accomplished not only by
providing the appropriate mix of land uses and supporting multimodal infrastructure, but also by
enhancing the quality of the built environment. Recommended strategies should include supporting new
mixed use development, improving connectivity of streets and land uses, providing transit-friendly design
features, and enhancing accessibility to alternative modes of transportation. For station areas to be truly
pedestrian and transit friendly, attention must also be paid to design features such as parking location,
building setbacks, streetscaping, and the provision of public/civic space.
Current population and employment densities and locations in the Corridor are transit supportive
overall. Despite vacancies and underutilized properties in certain blocks along the corridor, and autooriented suburban development on the east and west ends, the majority of Broad Street retains the
walkable, pedestrian-friendly urban fabric that has historically supported commerce and development.
The historic urban areas consist of smaller blocks, a grid of streets, variety of uses and street activity
and correspond to greater multimodal facilities and improved mobility for transit users.
The Corridor street network is highly connected, offering transit users a variety of options for walking
to their destination. Sidewalks are generously wide along much of the corridor’s length with street
trees, lighting, and other appropriate streetscape amenities that create a safe and comfortable
environment. The majority of the historic storefronts, office and apartment buildings remain intact,
which provides visual interest, generates pedestrian activity and creates a defined edge providing “spatial
enclosure,” - all important qualities for a pedestrian and transit-friendly streetscape. There are a
number of opportunities, however, to build upon and to make each district more transit-supportive
through potential policies and improvements.
As the West End District transitions over time from a suburban to an urban context, the City and
County land development policies and plans should be modified to support a stronger urban form,
improve accessibility and mobility, and target urban infill redevelopment. In particular, transit overlay
zones, transit supportive densities and intensities, complete sidewalks, multimodal facilities, and park and
ride lots are recommended, Additionally, Henrico County should consider planning for mixed use
redevelopment in the area surrounding the Willow Lawn Station to support future transit usage.
The Museum/VCU District provides a logical area for continued redevelopment along the Broad Street
corridor despite projected slow growth in the district. The current densities and ridership potentials in
this district are already supportive of a transit investment. The Fan Historic District has redeveloped
extensively in recent years, and mixed use development opportunities continue to emerge with available
parcels around VCU and in station areas. Shared parking areas should be developed to support
increased development, and Broad Street frontages will need to be sensitively developed over time using
strategies to promote strong urban design, connectivity, intensity and diversity of uses.
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The Downtown District is a major activity center with the Corridor’s largest concentration of jobs and
serves as the primary destination for current transit riders. In order to improve the job-to-housing
ratio, considerations during implementation of the Downtown Master Plan include targeting approvals
for development with transit-supportive intensity and density, and urban design features, as well as
adopting transit overlays zoning districts or other policies that facilitate transit-oriented development.
Compact, mixed use development will need to be supported by adequate but not excessive parking, and
preferably by district parking solutions. Transit service improvements will need to be an integral part of
the downtown mobility strategy.
The East End District has a historic development pattern that has supportive densities overall, and with
the recent residential development, is providing an improved jobs-to-housing balance. Although
multimodal facilities are available, there are some existing constraints (i.e., limited sidewalk widths and
connectivity issues) that should be improved. The City and County should work cooperatively to
provide a complete and continuous street network with bicycle and pedestrian facilities along Old
Osborne Turnpike/Water Street, and the Rocketts Landing area will need to continue extending
sidewalks, multimodal access, and a transit-supportive urban form.
In summary, the existing conditions along the Broad Street Corridor provide a solid foundation to
support new transit investments. The Corridor has a strong employment base as well as available land
for redevelopment. Additional residential and transit-oriented mixed use development can be targeted
to help foster more vitality along the Corridor and to improve the overall jobs-to-housing balance. The
Corridor’s multimodal connectivity elements are recommended to be enhanced. In particular, the
adoption of more effective transit-supportive land use policies will help achieve a higher rating as part of
the FTA New Starts program evaluation, and support transit-oriented development implementation.
Continued discussions with City and County stakeholders will be needed to further evaluate any specific
policy modifications and improvements. Finally, the results of this analysis will require coordination with
other ongoing project technical analyses to ultimately define the recommended project alternative.
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A.

APPENDIX
CITY OF RICHMOND
Topic

Description

Permitted uses

SF Detached; libraries, museums, schools, parks, churches, agriculture, recreational
facilities, etc.

Lot area and width

6,000 SF; 50 feet wide

Yards

Front: 25’

Lot coverage

35%

Height

35’

Permitted uses

Same as R-5 plus SF attached, two-family detached and two-family attached dwellings; one
dwelling unit located in an accessory building

R-6

Lot area and width

Single-Family
Attached

2,200 – 5,000 SF; 50 feet wide; maximum average density w/i development of 10 DU per
acre

Yards

Front: 15’

Lot coverage

55%

Height

35’

Intent of district

To preserve and enhance the established character of older urban residential neighborhoods
in the inner areas of the city.

Permitted uses

Same as R-5 plus SF attached provided no more than 4 DUs shall be attached laterally in a
series; two-family detached and two-family attached lawfully existing prior to effective date of
ordinance.

Lot area and width

2,200 – 4,400 SF; 21’-42’ in width

Yards

Front: 15’

Lot coverage

55%

Height

35’

Permitted uses

Same as R-5 plus multi-family dwellings, day nurseries and adult day care facilities.

Lot area and width

Single-family and two-family dwellings same as R-7; multi-family dwellings 2,200 SF
minimum lot area.

Yards

Front: 15’ minimum for single- and two-family; 25’ minimum all other uses.

Usable open space

50% minimum.

Lot coverage

50% maximum.

Height

35’ maximum.

R-5
Single-Family

XR-7
Single-Family
Attached

R-48
Multi-Family
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R-53
Multi-family

Permitted uses

Same as R-48 plus tourist homes and parking areas serving permitted uses in district.

Lot area and width

Single-family and two-family dwellings same as R-7; multi-family dwellings 1,250 SF
minimum lot area

Yards

Front: 15’ minimum.

Usable open space

40% minimum

Lot coverage

60% maximum

Height

35’ to 60 feet

Intent of district

To encourage development of medium density neighborhoods comprised of a mix of
residential uses and to promote a pedestrian-oriented urban environmental that is primarily
residential in character, but that includes limited non-residential uses that serve many of the
day-to-day convenience needs of neighborhood residents and provide opportunities for
residents to live and work within the neighborhood.

Permitted uses

R-63
Multi-family Urban

Lot area and width

SFD: 3,000 SF lot area, 25’ width
SFA: 2,200 SF lot area, 16’ width
Two-family detached: 3,200 SF lot area, 27’ width
Two-family attached: 2,600 SF lot area, 20 feet to 23’ width
MF: 4,000 SF lot area; 1,000 SF minimum for each unit.

Yards

Front: none

Usable open space

30% minimum

Lot coverage

65% maximum.

Height

24’ minimum; 35’ to 40 feet maximum generally if a portion of street level story is devoted to
parking; corner buildings may not exceed a total height of 48’.

Transparency

Building facades have fenestration requirements: corner uses must have a minimum of 60%
transparency; dwelling uses must have a minimum of 30% transparency.

Permitted uses

R-73

Same as R-48 plus live/work units. Uses permitted on corner lots include art galleries, barber
shops and beauty salons, grocery stores, convenience stores, restaurants and cafes, video
rental stores, and the like. Such uses are limited to the ground floor of buildings devoted to
other permitted uses; maximum FAR of such uses is 2,500 SF. Accessory uses include
parking decks.

Same as R-53 plus nursing homes, parking decks serving permitted uses in the district,
offices and hospitals. Incidental uses scaled for the convenience of the occupants of multifamily developments, nursing homes and offices may be permitted. Such uses include
convenience stores, restaurants and personal service establishments.

Lot area and width

Single-family and two-family dwellings same as R-7.

Yards

Front: 15’ minimum.

Floor area and
usable open space

FAR for uses other than single- and two family dwellings: 2.0 maximum provided that the
FAR of buildings or portions thereof devoted to non-dwelling uses shall not exceed 1.4.
Usable open space ratio: .25% minimum shall be provided for dwelling uses.

Height

150 feet maximum.
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RO-1
Residential Office

RO-2
Residential Office

Permitted uses

Same as for R-73 plus private schools and funeral homes.

Lot area and width;
density; unit width

SFA and two-family dwellings same as for R-6; multi-family dwelling minimum 3,000 SF per
DU.

Yards

Front: 15’ minimum for SFA; 25’ minimum all others.

Usable open space

60% minimum for MF.

Lot coverage

40% maximum for uses other than MF.

Height

25’ maximum.

Permitted uses

Same as for RO-1 plus banks, radio broadcasting studios and offices and communications
centers. Permitted accessory uses include restaurant facilities and shops for the sale of gifts
and convenience items within hospitals.

Lot area and width

SFA and two-family dwellings same as for R-7; multi-family minimum lot size is 5,000 SF and
not less than 1,250 SF in area for each dwelling unit.

Yards

Front: 15’ minimum for SFA; 25’ minimum all others.

Usable open space

40% minimum for MF dwellings, nursing homes, adult care residences, group homes and
lodging houses.

Lot coverage
Height
Permitted uses

RO-3
Residential Office

B-1 Neighborhood
Business

B-2 Community
Business

35’ to 60 feet maximum.
Same as for RO-2 plus lodges and similar meeting places and hotels/motels. Incidental uses
scaled for the convenience of the occupants of multi-family developments, hotels and motels,
nursing homes and offices may be permitted. Such uses include convenience stores,
restaurants and personal service establishments.

Lot area and width

SFA and two-family dwellings same as for R-7.

Yards

Front: 15’ minimum.

Floor area and
usable open space

FAR for uses other than single- and two family dwellings: 4.6 maximum provided that the
FAR of buildings or portions thereof devoted to non-dwelling uses shall not exceed 1.4.
Usable open space ratio: .25” minimum shall be provided for dwelling uses.

Lot coverage

RF-2
Riverfront

60% maximum for uses other than MF dwellings, nursing homes and lodging houses.

35% maximum for buildings, or portions of buildings, over 35’ in height.

Height

35’to 50 feet

Permitted uses

Mixed

Yards

Front: 0

Land area coverage

35% maximum for portions of buildings over 4 stories

Building dimensions

300 feet maximum along lot line, street or public space

Usable open space

Minimum of 10%

Height

13 stories maximum, 2 stories minimum

Permitted uses

Mixed

Yards

Front: 0

Height

25’ maximum.

Permitted uses

Mixed

Yards

Front: 25’ minimum.

Height

35’ maximum.
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B-3
General Business

B-4
Central Business
District

B-5
Central Business
District
M-1
M-2
CM
Coliseum Mall
DCC Downtown
Civic & Cultural

RP
Research Park

UB
Urban Business

Supplemental
Regulations

Permitted uses

Mixed

Yards

Front: 0

Floor area and
usable open space

FAR: 2.0 maximum
OS: 25% minimum

Height

35’ maximum

Permitted uses

Mixed

Yards

Front: 0

Floor area and
usable open space

FAR: 6.0 maximum
OS: 8% minimum

Height

No maximum height limit.

Permitted uses

Mixed

Yards

Front: 0

Height

60 feet maximum.

Yards

Front: 0

Height

45’ maximum.

Yards

Front: 0

Height

45’ maximum.

Permitted uses

Mixed with the exception of residential uses.

Height

80 feet maximum.

Permitted uses

Mixed with the exception of residential uses.

Height

95’ maximum.

Permitted uses

Mixed with the exception of residential uses.

Yards

Front: 0

Height

85’ maximum; no portion of any building located within 300 feet of any residential, RO-1, RO2, or B-2 district shall exceed a height of 60 feet.

Intent of district

“To encourage business areas with a densely developed pedestrian-oriented urban shopping
character, compatible with adjacent residential neighborhoods, and with minimal disruption
from vehicle-oriented land uses and features that would detract from a safe, convenient and
economically viable pedestrian environment”

Permitted uses

Same as

Yard

Front: 0

Height

28’ maximum.

Permitted Bonuses

Floor area bonuses are permitted for the following features in the RO-3 and B-4 districts:
• Pedestrian Plaza: 10 SF per SF of plaza area.
• Building setback: 5 SF per SF of qualifying area.
• Arcade or open walkway: 5 SF per SF of qualifying area.
• Improved roof area: 2 SF per SF of qualifying area.
• Reduction in lot coverage (B-4 only): 10% basic floor area for first 20% reduction in each
building dimension.
• Enclosed parking (B-4 only): 100 SF for each parking space.
Dwelling use (B-4 only): 1 SF per SF of dwelling floor area.
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HENRICO COUNTY ZONING ORDINANCE
Henrico County

R-3
One-Family
Residence

R-5
General Residence

UMU
Urban Mixed Use

Topic

Description

Permitted uses

SF Detached; child-care centers, schools, parks, churches, agriculture, recreational facilities
and the like.

Lot area and width

11,000 SF minimum lot area; 80 feet width

Yards

Front: 40 feet

Height

45’ maximum

Permitted uses

Multifamily development, group care facilities, rooming houses, child care centers,
townhouses

Provisional uses

B-1 principal uses on 1st or 2nd story of a structure exceeding 2 stories w/ provisional use
permit.

Density and Floor
area

TH: maximum 12 units per acre
B-1 uses: maximum 35% of floor area of structure

Frontage

TH: 18’ minimum lot frontage; at least 3 but no more than 12 units continuously connected.

Parking

B-1 uses: parking for B-1 uses may be reduced up to 50% if shared by residential uses.

Height

45’ maximum for 3 or more family dwellings; up to 200 feet with provisional use permit.

Purpose of District

To allow development of mixed use, pedestrian-oriented, activity centers containing a variety
of uses including business, retail, residential, cultural, educational and other public and
private uses. Permits a compatible mix of uses in a single structure or a group of structures
on a parcel or group of parcels. The zone should be limited to areas with adequate
infrastructure and served by necessary transportation facilities such as available public
transit, close proximity to an I-interchange, etc.

Permitted uses

Mixed; no principal use other that an office building, parking garage, hotel or motel may
exceed 10,000 SF in floor area. Includes MF and SFA residential uses.

Provisional uses

With a PUP additional uses, height and density may be permitted: buildings may exceed 60
feet in height, MF density may exceed 50 DUs/acre and TH density may exceed 12 DU/ac.

Mix of Uses

25% minimum of bldg SF shall be for commercial or office uses
20% minimum open space requirement

Area and density

20 Acre minimum for project area
MF: maximum 40 DUs/acre
SFA: townhouses maximum of 12 DUs/acre

Height

60 feet maximum
On-street permitted but cannot be counted toward required minimum parking standards.
Restaurant: 1 space/150 SF GFA

Parking

Retail: 1//250 SF GFA
Office: 1/300 SF GFA
Hotel/Motel: 1/room
Residential: 1/ 1 bedroom studio unit; 1 ½ spaces/2+ bedroom unit.
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Purpose of zone

Primarily for low-intensity retail and personal service uses developed to serve the needs of
nearby residential neighborhoods.

Permitted uses

Multifamily developments, child care centers, shops, banks, bakeries, veterinarians, office
buildings, neighborhood shopping centers, restaurants, churches, group care facilities,
rooming houses, nursing homes, etc.

Provisional uses

Grocery stores in excess of 30,000 SF of floor area, office buildings in excess of 15,000 SF
of floor area, up to 4 accessory dwelling units located on floors above retail or office uses,
hospitals, hotel or motel on 50 acres or more.

Height

80 feet maximum for 3 or more family dwellings; 35’ other permitted uses.

Purpose of zone

To provide commercial and community shopping, recreational and service activities generally
serving a community of several neighborhoods and appropriately located on major collector
or arterial roadways.

Permitted uses

Multifamily developments; uses permitted in B-1 and subject to B-2 development standards;
gas stations, department stores, flea markets, garden centers, hotels/motels, offices and
office buildings, printing establishments less than 5,000 SF, recreation facilities, shopping
centers, restaurants, specialty stores, etc.

Provisional uses

Self-service storage facilities, accessory dwellings up to 4 units located on floors above a
retail or office use, buildings up to 200 feet in height; auto parts sales, billiard parlors,
recycling facilities.

Height

80 feet maximum for 3 or more family dwellings; 45’ other permitted uses. Buildings in
excess of 45’ but not exceeding 110 feet in height permitted as conditional use.

Purpose of zone

To provide locations for a variety of commercial automotive, recreational and service
activities, serving a wide area of the County and located along arterial thoroughfares.

Permitted uses

Uses permitted in B-1 and B-2 subject to B-3 development standards; animal hospital or
kennel, auto repair, service or sales; building materials store; boat and RV sales, service and
storage; gas stations; regional shopping centers; department stores, flea markets, garden
centers, hotels/motels, offices and office buildings, printing establishments less than 5,000
SF, recreation facilities, shopping centers, restaurants, specialty stores, etc.

Provisional uses

Amusement park, auditorium, bus and railroad passenger station, drive-in theater, heliport,
commercial recreational facilities, self-service storage facilities, auto parts sales, billiard
parlors, recycling facilities, accessory dwellings up to 4 units located on floors above a retail
or office use, buildings up to 200 feet in height.

Conditional uses

Retail businesses requiring outside display of merchandise, any retail business including any
kind of manufacturing.

Height

80 feet maximum for 3 or more family dwellings; 45’ other permitted uses. Buildings in
excess of 45’ but not exceeding 110 feet in height permitted as conditional use.

Purpose of zone

To provide for nonresidential buildings on sites that may not be considered appropriate for
residential use but generally compatible with low density residential development.

B-1
Business

B-2
Business

B-3
Business

O-1
Office
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O-2
Office

M-1
Light Industrial

M-2
General Industrial

Permitted uses

Offices and office buildings; medical offices, artist or musician studios, child care centers.

Provisional uses

Accessory dwellings up to 4 units located on floors above an office use.

Height

30 feet maximum

Purpose of zone

To provide for office buildings in attractive surroundings compatible with medium density
residential surroundings.

Permitted uses

Offices and office buildings; medical offices; banks, employment agency, funeral homes,
artist or musician studios, child care centers.

Provisional uses

Accessory dwellings up to 4 units located on floors above an office use.

Conditional uses

Hospitals, retail and service facilities in an office building of at least 50,000 SF, provided such
facilities do not occupy more than 10% of the floor area.

Height

45’ maximum; buildings in excess of 45’ but not exceeding 8 stories or 110 feet in height
permitted w/ PUP.

Permitted uses

Any use permitted in B-3 except dwellings, schools, hospitals and other institutions for
human care; manufacturing and assembling, distribution or storage of products made from
previously prepared basic materials; manufacturing, processing, packaging of cosmetics,
pharmaceuticals and food products; manufacture of pottery or ceramic products;
laboratories; warehouses; on-site recycling collection facilities.

Provisional uses

Buildings up to 200 feet in height.

Conditional uses

Sand or gravel pits; airports; mixing of cement concrete.

Height

45’ maximum; buildings up to 110 feet permitted as a conditional use.

Permitted uses

Any use permitted in M-1 plus generally accepted heavy industrial uses involving
manufacturing and assembly. Buildings up to 200 feet in height.

Provisional uses

Sewage disposal plants; recycling collection facility.

Conditional uses

Any conditional use permitted in M-1 and any other lawful use that would otherwise be
prohibited because it is especially obnoxious or dangerous.

Height

50 feet maximum; buildings up to 200 feet permitted with PUP.
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